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Project Description
The MaTHiSiS learning vision is to provide a novel advanced digital ecosystem for vocational training,
special needs and mainstream education for both individuals with an intellectual disability (ID) and
neuro-typical learners. This ecosystem consists of an integrated platform, along with a set of reusable learning components with capabilities for: i) adaptive learning, ii) automatic feedback, iii)
automatic assessment of learners’ progress and behavioural state, iv) affective learning, and v) gamebased learning.
In addition to a learning ecosystem capable of responding to a learner’s affective state, the MaTHiSiS
project will introduce a novel approach of structuring learning goals for each learner. Learning graphs
act as a novel educational structural tool. The building materials of these graphs are drawn from a set
of Smart Learning Atoms (SLAs) and a set of specific learning goals which will constitute the vertices
of these graphs, while relations between SLAs and learning goals constitute the graph’s edges. SLAs
are atomic and complete pieces of knowledge which can be learned and assessed in a single, shortterm iteration, targeting certain problems. More than one SLA, working together on the same graph,
will enable individuals to reach their learning and training goals. Learning goals and SLAs will be
scoped in collaboration with learners themselves, teachers and trainers in formal and non-formal
educational contexts (general education, vocational training, lifelong training and specific skills
learning).
MaTHiSiS is a 36 month long project co-funded by the European Commission Horizon 2020
Programme (H2020-ICT-2015), under Grant Agreement No. 687772.
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Executive Summary
The current document describes the outcomes of work package WP7 - System Integration and more
specifically T7.3 - Integration of the final platform.
Firstly, Section 2 presents the outcomes of the second release of the MaTHiSiS platform, layer by
layer, component by component, as described in D2.4 - Full system architecture M15 [2]. In Section
2.1, an overview of the Cloud infrastructure is provided and the two main Cloud environments, the
staging environment used by the developers and testers and the production environment for the
pilots. In Section 2.2 a description of the front-end layer that has been mainly used during the
Assisted pilots phase is provided. In Section 2.3, a description of the back-end layer is provided
containing all Open APIs and related libraries, and core MaTHiSiS components, i.e. the Decision
Support System, the Learning Graph Engine and the Experience Engine. The MaThiSiS database has
also been documented in detail as it contains considerable changes since D2.4 - Full system
architecture M15 [2]. In Section 2.4, a description of the Platform Agent layer is provided. It consists
of all the software implementations of the common architecture on each kind of Platform Agent, as
well as the description of the complete set of Learning Materials created to support the execution of
the Assisted pilots.
Secondly, Section 3 describes the tools and techniques that supported the technical teams to achieve
the integrated platform. The Gitlab code repository and issue management system together with a
Jenkins server has been configured in order to ensure fluid, tested and correct integration of code to
stage and production environments.
Thirdly, the current status of the MaTHiSiS Backlog in the form of User Stories is given in Section 4.1,
as a reference on the progression on the whole MaTHiSiS system. Currently a total of 131 User
Stories form the backlog, from which 76 have been successfully done while the rest are still in
progress or scheduled for the third year. An overview of the future release planning for the third year
is provided in Section 4.2.
Finally, the deliverable contains 6 annexes relevant to the work done in T7.3 - Integration of the final
platform. The first four annexes contain the detailed dataflow that has been written and followed
throughout the development, integration and testing of the platform, and are based on the four
Business Processes that were defined in D2.4 - Full System Architecture [2]. Annex 5 documents the
Common and Users APIs since they were “glue code” developed within T7.4 and were not
documented in other deliverables. Annex 6 lists all 131 user stories forming the MaTHiSiS backlog
along with their status up to M24.
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1. Introduction
This section provides detailed information about the purpose and the structure of the document.

1.1 Purpose of the document
The current document is the deliverable D7.3 - MaTHiSiS platform, 2nd release and describes the
outcomes of work package WP7 - System Integration and more specifically T7.3 - Integration of the
final platform. It is an update of D7.2 - MaTHiSiS platform, 1st release [17] which described the 1st
release of the platform at M12 of the project.
It is a public document. It serves as the reference document describing the milestone MS4 - Full
functionality of all components, communicating with each other. It also provides a status on the
development of the MaTHiSiS components.
ATOS was the leader of the T7.3 that has finished in December 2017 and as such, was the leader of
weekly project-wise Scrum meetings during the whole second year. Now DXT, as the leader of the
T7.4 Testing, optimization and validation which already started in July 2017, will now take the lead of
these meetings and be responsible for the next versions of the MaTHiSiS platform due in the third
year.

1.2 Structure of the document
This document contains the key sections detailed below:
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Section 1: Introduction
This section clarifies the purpose and the structure of this deliverable and the context to
which it belongs to.
Section 2: Setup
This section lists the components that have been integrated in the beta version of the
MaTHiSiS platform, layer by layer: front-end, back-end and platform agent layers. A link to
each component code on the GitLab used by technical partners is also provided when
relevant.
Section 3: GitLab and Continuous Integration
This section describes how Continuous Integration has been set-up in MaTHiSiS.
Section 4: Backlog status and future release planning
This section provides the current status of the MaTHiSiS project Backlog, regarding its initial
version delivered with the D7.2 - MaTHiSiS platform, 1st release [17]. We also provide an
outline on the third year release planning.
Section 5: Conclusion
This section presents the conclusions of the document.
Annex 1: BP1 Dataflow: The Learning Experience process
This annex incorporates the detailed dataflow for the BP1, the learning experience process.
Annex 2: BP2 Dataflow: The Learning Content Management Process
This annex incorporates the detailed dataflow for the BP2, the learning content management
process.
Annex 3: BP3 Dataflow: Configuration of MaTHiSiS platform
This annex incorporates the detailed dataflow for the BP1, the configuration of the MaTHiSiS
platform.
Annex 4: BP4 Dataflow: The Users Management Process
This annex incorporates the detailed dataflow for the BP1, the user management process.
Annex 5: APIs documentation
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•

This annex incorporates API documentation for APIs that have not been documented in other
deliverables.
Annex 6: The MaTHiSiS backlog status M24
This annex lists the status of the user stories in the MaTHiSiS backlog up to December 2017.

1.3 GitLab access
This document is public but the access to the code of each component using GitLab remains private.
Specific credentials have been created for the Project Officer and the reviewers during the project,
and sent directly to them.
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2. Setup
In this section, all components in development and that are being integrated in the second release of
the MaTHiSiS platform are listed and described layer by layer as defined in the D2.4 - Full system
architecture M15 [2]. This version is the beta version of the platform which has been used during the
Assisted pilots phase.

2.1 Cloud infrastructure
The MaTHiSiS cloud infrastructure is deployed over an Apache CloudStack infrastructure.
Apache CloudStack is open source software for deploying public and private Infrastructure-as-aService (IaaS) clouds. It provides an open and flexible cloud orchestration platform to deliver reliable
and scalable private and public clouds 1.

Figure 1: The OpenStack Dashboard

In the MaTHiSiS private cloud there are deployed two environments/topologies, one used for the
staging environment, i.e. used for development and testing purposes, and the other is the production
environment, used during the pilots. Both environments are continuously maintained and updated
according to the project´s needs.

2.1.1 Staging environment network topology
Although the security requirements for the staging environment are not so strict due to the fact that
it is used for development and testing purposes, i.e. without real personal information, the entire
staging cloud infrastructure has been deployed into the same Isolated Network.
A CloudStack network enables the management and configuration of a Firewall, a Load Balancer and
port forwarding as part of the main characteristics of the network.

1

https://cloudstack.apache.org/about.html
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Figure 2: Firewall, Load balancing and Port Forwarding maintenance

The Firewall enables the management of the ports needed, and the port forwarding allows
redirecting traffic to the desired virtual machine.

Figure 3: Firewall rules

Figure 4: Port forwarding rules

Figure 5 depicts how the staging network is configured; the lists of open ports and virtual machines
that appear in the image are dynamic and will be updated according the needs of the project.
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Figure 5: The MaTHiSiS Staging network topology

There are three Virtual Machines (VM) in the staging isolated network:
•

•
•

StageNGINXVM: This VM has nginx and Jenkins installed.
o Nginx is used to redirect traffic to the front-end VM (where the MaTHisis main
platform and the LM web based are installed) or to the back-end VM (that has the
Open APIs running using the different ports). Through this VM, together with the
Firewall redirection rules, it is possible to provide a unique end point (same port) for
the different backend APIs.
o Jenkins is mostly used to deploy new version of components in both environments
stage and production. One of the Jenkins tasks includes compilation, before
deployment. Jenkins tasks also include a single test for all components, checking that
the related component is running correctly.
StageFEVM: This VM is the container of the deployed component that belongs to the frontend layer.
StageBEVM: This VM is the container of the deployed components that belongs to the backend layer.

2.1.2 Production environment network topology
According the MaTHiSiS high-level architecture described in D2.4 - Full system architecture M15 [2]
Section 3.2, the production environment has been created with different networks, one for the frontend layer and another for the back-end layer. This differentiation has been decided in order to
provide more security between the Virtual Machine interconnections. In order to achieve the above,
the production environment has been created over a Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) network. The
CloudStack VPC is a private, isolated part of CloudStack. A VPC can have its own virtual network
topology that resembles a traditional physical network.
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Figure 6: Virtual Private Cloud configuration

Similarly to the staging network, the management of ports and incoming traffic is also managed in
the production environment. The VMs that contain the back-end of the MaTHiSiS platform are
deployed in the Back-End Layer while the VMs that contain the front-end of the MaTHiSiS platform
are deployed in the Front-End Layer, as shown in Figure 6.
Figure 7 depicts how the production network topology is configured; similar to the staging network,
the list of open ports (e.g. 2222, 2223, 27017) and the VMs that appear in the image are dynamic.
They are updated according the needs of the project.

Figure 7: The MaTHiSiS Production network topology

Similarly to the staging environment, there are three Virtual Machines in this network:
•
•
•

MathisisVM1: This VM has nginx installed which is used to redirect the traffic to the rest of
VMs.
mathisisFE: This VM is the container of the deployments that belong to the front-end layer.
mathisisdb: This VM is the container of the deployments that belong to the back-end layer.
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2.2 MaTHiSiS Front-end
The second release of the MaTHiSiS Front-End includes all the components for delivering the HumanComputer-Interaction User Interfaces of the MaTHiSiS ecosystem. The main objective of the FrontEnd is to provide high quality User Experience (UX) interfaces for every single role within the
platform.
A dedicated deliverable D3.9 - MaTHiSiS Frontend Components [14] described the MaTHiSiS
frontend in detail, nevertheless a brief description and relevant links to the GitLab code repository
are listed in this section for completeness.
More details about the front-end can be found in these deliverables:
•
•
•
•
•

D3.2 - The MaTHiSiS Smart Learning Atoms M24 [3]
D3.4 - The MaTHiSiS Learning Graphs M24 [4]
D3.6 - Experience Engine M24 [5]
D3.8 - Learner’s Profile Repository [6]
D4.5 - Multimodal learning analytics M19 [8]

2.2.1 Front-end components
Name

MaTHiSiS Main Platform

Responsible partner

ATOS, DXT, OTE

Description Contains the main web frontend of the MaTHiSiS platform. It is translated in English,
Spanish, Italian, Greek and French. Mainly includes the login, the Learning Experience
Supervisor, the general management of user, learner profiles, classrooms as well as the
platform management such as venues and platform agents.
Access link

http://prod.mathisis-project.eu/
https://stage.mathisis-project.eu/
(access protected by login/password, provided by ATOS)

Deliverable D3.9 - MaTHiSiS Frontend Components [14]
Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Frontend/MaTHiSiS%20Main%20Platform
Table 2: Front-end - MaTHiSiS Main Platform

Name

Learning Content Editor

Responsible partner

DXT

Description Contains the main desktop application (Windows only) dedicated to the creation of the
learning content used by the MaTHiSiS platform. It allows the creation of Learning
Graphs, Smart Learning Atoms, Learning Actions and Learning Actions Materialization.
Uses Open APIs to retrieve/store information from/to the cloud.
Deliverable D3.9 - MaTHiSiS Frontend Components [14]
Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Front-end/LCE
Table 3: Front-end - Learning Content Editor
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2.3 MaTHiSiS Back-end
This layer contains all components that reside in the back-end. All components that are described in
Section 2.3.1 reference the deliverable in which more information is available and links to the
documentation and code is provided.

2.3.1 Components
2.3.1.1

Open API Space

The Open API space includes all Open APIs that are available in the MaTHiSiS backend.
Name

Common API

Responsible
partner

ATOS

Description

Contains all common functionality used in by different components of the
MaTHiSiS platform. Currently it includes CRUD 2 functionality for the management
of classrooms, venues and downloads.

Documentation

See Annex 5 in Section 11.1.1
https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/wikis/common-api
https://stage.mathisis-project.eu/api/common/ui/#

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Backend/OpenAPI/common
Table 4: Back-end - Open API - Common

Name

Learning Analytics API

Responsible
partner

ATOS

Description

The Learning Analytics API contains all necessary functions needed to build
intuitive visualisations on classroom and learner performance, responsible for
picking up data from MongoDb in a useful way and passing them to the interface.

Deliverable

D4.5 - Multimodal learning analytics [8]

Documentation

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/wikis/learninganalytics-api

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Backend/OpenAPI/LearningAnalytics
Table 5: Back-end - Open API – Learning Analytics

Name

Learners' Profile Repository API

Description

Contains all functionality related to the management of the learner profiles in
MaTHiSiS.

Deliverable

D3.8 - Learner's Profile Repository M24 [6]

2

Responsible partner

ATOS

CRUD: Create Read Update Delete
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Documentation

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/wikis/lpr-api
https://stage.mathisis-project.eu/api/lpr/ui/

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Back-end/OpenAPI/lpr
Table 6: Back-end - Open API - Learners' Profile Repository

Name

User API

Responsible partner

ATOS

Description

Performs the general user management of the platform, roles management as
well as provides the authentication mechanisms for the MaTHiSiS platform.

Documentation

See Annex 5 in Section 11.2
https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/wikis/users-api
https://stage.mathisis-project.eu/api/users/ui/

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Back-end/OpenAPI/user
Table 7: Back-end - Open API - User Repository

Name

LG lib API

Responsible partner

CERTH

Description

Provides the communication interface to main functions of the LG Library, via web
services.

Deliverable

D3.4 - The MaTHiSiS Learning Graphs M24 [4]

Documentation

https://stage.mathisis-project.eu/sla-lg/swagger-lg.json

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Back-end/OpenAPI/sla-lg
Table 8: Back-end - Open API - Learning Graph

Name

SLA lib API

Responsible partner

CERTH

Description

Provides the communication interface to main functions of the SLA Library, via
web services.

Deliverable

D3.2 - The MaTHiSiS Smart Learning Atoms M24 [3]

Documentation

https://stage.mathisis-project.eu/sla-lg/swagger-sla.json

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Back-end/OpenAPI/sla-lg
Table 9: Back-end - Open API - Smart Learning Atom

Name

LA lib API

Description

Provides the communication interface to main functions of the LA Library, via web
services.
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Deliverable

D3.6 - Experience Engine M24 [5]

Documentation

https://stage.mathisis-project.eu/api/LA/ui/

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Backend/OpenAPI/LearningAction
Table 10: Back-end - Open API - Learning Action

Name

LS API

Responsible partner

DXT

Description

Provides the communication interface to main functions of the LS Library, via web
services.

Deliverable

D3.6 - Experience Engine M24 [5]

Documentation

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/wikis/LS-api
https://stage.mathisis-project.eu/api/LS/ui/

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Backend/OpenAPI/LearningSessions
Table 11: Back-end - Open API - Learning Session

Name

ES API

Responsible partner

CERTH

Description

Provides a communication interface to the Cloud Components of MaTHiSiS so they
can interact with the ESServer.

Deliverable

D5.2 – Description of the Robotic Layer [9]

Documentation

https://stage.mathisis-project.eu/api/es/swagger.json

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Back-end/OpenAPI/es
Table 12: Back-end - Open API – Experience Service

Name

LM API

Responsible partner

DXT

Description

Provides the communication interface to main functions of the LM Library, via web
services.

Deliverable

D3.6 - Experience Engine M24 [5]

Documentation

https://stage.mathisis-project.eu/api/LM/ui/

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Backend/OpenAPI/LearningMaterial
Table 13: Back-end - Open API - Learning Material

Name
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Description

Provides the communication interface to send data from the Sensorial
Components and IPA component for multimodal fusion. The output of this
component serves during the adaptation mechanism in the DSS lib.

Deliverable

D4.5 – Multimodal Learning analytics [8]

Documentation https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/wikis/air-lib-api
Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Back-end/OpenAPI/air
Table 14: Back-end - Open API - Affect and Intent Recognition

Name

IPA API

Responsible partner

UM

Description

Provides an end-point to send the xAPI statements to the cloud. This information is
stored in a specific collection in the database.

Deliverable

D4.3 - Affect understanding in MaTHiSiS M21

Documentation https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/wikis/ipa-open-api
Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Back-end/OpenAPI/ipa
Table 15: Back-end - Open API - Affect and Intent Recognition

Name

PA API

Responsible partner

DXT

Description

Provides the communication interface to main functions of the PA Library, via web
services.

Deliverable

D5.2 - Description of the Robotic Layer M21

Documentation https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/wikis/pa-api
https://stage.mathisis-project.eu/api/PA/
Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Backend/OpenAPI/PlatformAgent
Table 16: Back-end - Open API – Platform Agent

2.3.1.2

User Space

The User Space contains all libraries related to the users and learners in MaTHiSiS.
Name

User Library

Responsible partner

ATOS, OTEA

Related API

User API

Description

This library delivers all necessary functions for managing the users of the MaTHiSiS
platform. The library is embedded in the related Open API thanks to the
technology used.

Documentation

See Annex 5 in Section 11.2
https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/wikis/users-api
https://stage.mathisis-project.eu/api/users/ui/
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Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Backend/OpenAPI/user/controllers
Table 17: Back-end - User Space – User

Name

LPR Library

Responsible partner

ATOS

Related API

LPR API

Description

This library delivers all necessary functions for managing the learner profile
repository. The library is embedded in the related Open API thanks to the
technology used.

Documentation

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/wikis/lpr-api
https://stage.mathisis-project.eu/api/lpr/ui/

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Backend/OpenAPI/lpr/controllers
Table 18: Back-end - User Space – Learner Profile Repository

Name

Classroom Library

Responsible partner

ATOS

Related API

Common API

Description

This library delivers all necessary functions for managing both the structure and
the access to Classrooms within MaTHiSiS platform. The library is embedded in the
related Open API thanks to the technology used.

Documentation

See Annex 5 in Section 11.1.1
https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/wikis/common-api
https://stage.mathisis-project.eu/api/common/ui/#

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Backend/OpenAPI/common/controllers
Table 19: Back-end - User Space – Classroom

Name

Venue Library

Responsible partner

ATOS

Related API

Common API

Description

This library delivers all necessary functions for managing both the structure and
the access to Venues within MaTHiSiS platform. The library is embedded in the
related Open API thanks to the technology used.

Documentation

See Annex 5 in Section 11.2
https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/wikis/common-api
https://stage.mathisis-project.eu/api/common/ui/#
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Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Backend/OpenAPI/common/controllers
Table 20: Back-end - User Space – Venue

Name

Platform Agent Library

Responsible partner

DXT

Related API

PA API

Description

This library delivers all necessary functions for managing both the structure and
the access to Platform Agents representation within MaTHiSiS platform. The
library is embedded in the related Open API thanks to the technology used.

Deliverable

D5.2 - Description of the Robotic Layer M21

Documentation

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/wikis/pa-api
https://stage.mathisis-project.eu/api/PA/

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Backend/OpenAPI/PlatformAgent/controllers
Table 21: Back-end - User Space - Platform Agent

2.3.1.3

Learning Content Space

The Learning Content Space includes all libraries related to the learning content management, as
represented in MaTHiSiS.
Name

LG Library

Responsible partner

CERTH

Related API

LG lib API

Description

This library delivers all necessary functions for managing both the structure and
the access to Learning Graphs within MaTHiSiS platform. The library handles both
personalized and un-personalized Learning Graphs.

Deliverable

D3.4 - The MaTHiSiS Learning Graphs M24 [4]

Documentation

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Back-end/LGlib/doc

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Back-end/LGlib
Table 22: Back-end - Learning Content Space - Learning Graph

Name

SLA Library

Related API

SLA lib API

Description

This library delivers all necessary functions for managing both the structure and
the access to Smart Learning Atoms within MaTHiSiS platform. The library handles
both personalized and un-personalized Smart Learning Atoms.

Deliverable

D3.2 - The MaTHiSiS Smart Learning Atoms M24 [3]

Documentation

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Back-end/SLAlib/doc
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Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Back-end/SLAlib
Table 23: Back-end - Learning Content Space - Smart Learning Atom

Name

LA Library

Responsible partner

DXT

Related API

LA lib API

Description

This library delivers all necessary functions for managing both the structure and
the access to Learning Actions and their materialization within MaTHiSiS platform.
The library is embedded in the related Open API thanks to the technology used.

Deliverable

D3.6 - Experience Engine M24 [5]

Documentation

https://stage.mathisis-project.eu/api/LA/ui/

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Backend/OpenAPI/LearningAction/controllers
Table 24: Back-end - Learning Content Space - Learning Action

Name

LM Library

Responsible partner

DXT

Related API

LM lib API

Description

This library delivers all necessary functions for managing both the structure and
the access to Learning Materials within MaTHiSiS platform. The library is
embedded in the related Open API thanks to the technology used.

Deliverable

D3.6 - Experience Engine M24 [5]

Documentation

https://stage.mathisis-project.eu/api/LM/ui/

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Backend/OpenAPI/LearningMaterial/controllers
Table 25: Back-end - Learning Content Space - Learning Material

2.3.1.4

Cloud Learner Space

The Cloud Learner Space is the core of the MaTHiSiS system and contains all libraries related to the
execution of the learning sessions, personalization / adaptation in learning, interaction and content
provision on the fly.
Name

Learning Session Library

Related API

LS API

Description

This library delivers all necessary functions for managing both the structure and
the access to Learning Sessions within MaTHiSiS platform. The library is embedded
in the related Open API thanks to the technology used.

Deliverable

D3.6 - Experience Engine M24 [5]

Documentation

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/wikis/LS-api
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https://stage.mathisis-project.eu/api/LS/ui/
Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Backend/OpenAPI/LearningSessions/controllers
Table 26: Back-end - Cloud Learner Space - Learning Session library

Name

AIR Library

Responsible partner

UM

Related API

AIR lib API

Description

This library delivers all necessary functions to perform multimodal (late) fusion.

Deliverable

D4.5 – Multimodal Learning analytics [8]

Documentation

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Backend/OpenAPI/air/Documentation

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Back-end/OpenAPI/air
Table 27: Back-end - Cloud Learner Space - Affect and Intent Recognition library

Name

Decision Support System

Responsible partner

UM

Description

This component delivers all necessary functions to implement personalization and
adaptation of SLA weights for a user. Moreover, it contains functionalities related
to synchronous (first step for personalization and adaptation for multi-learners
approach) and asynchronous collaboration (transfer learning)

Deliverable

D4.3 - Affect understanding in MaTHiSiS M21 [13]
D6.2 – The MaTHiSiS Learning Graph Engine [15]
D6.4 - Synchronous and Asynchronous collaboration among platform agents
M24 [16]

Documentation

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/blob/master/Backend/DSSlib/README.md

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Back-end/DSSlib
Table 28: Back-end - Cloud Learner Space - Decision Support System

Name

Learning Graph Engine

Related API

LG lib API

Description

This component delivers all necessary functions to implement personalization and
adaptation of the LGs for a user, by taking into account the personalized/adapted
SLA weight change from the DSS, the subsequent learning goals weight change
and the importance of SLAs to given learning goals (i.e. LG edge weights), and thus
(re-)adapting the vertex weights of the whole LG. It also delivers corresponding
functionalities for personalization and adaptation in a synchronous collaboration
scenario. It interfaces with the platform through LG manipulation via the LG lib
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Open API.
Deliverable

D6.2 – The MaTHiSiS Learning Graph Engine M24

Documentation

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Back-end/LGE/doc

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Back-end/LGE
Table 29: Back-end - Cloud Learner Space - Learning Graph Engine

Name

Experience Engine

Responsible partner

DXT

Description

The Experience Engine is responsible for the materialization of the personalized
and adapted Learning Graphs. Its main goals is to find the right materialization
according to the learning context, i.e. the learner's profile, the Platform Agent
used and the learning environment. The first version also takes into consideration
a difficulty level.

Deliverable

D3.6 - Experience Engine M24 [5]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Back-end/EE
Table 30: Back-end - Cloud Learner Space - Experience Engine

Name

Interactions with Platform Agent

Related API

IPA API

Description

This component is responsible for the learners' affect understanding through
interactions with LMs. To that purpose it receives from the LMs the xAPI
statements representing the relevant interactions of the learner. The IPA
component has then two main parts:
•
•

Responsible partner

UM

xAPI statements transformation and storage;
Affect-related features extraction.

No specific feature was relevant per kind of PA, that's why this component is now
residing in the cloud.
Deliverable

D4.3 - Affect Understanding in MaThiSiS M21 [13]

Documentation

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/wikis/ipa-open-api

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Back-end/OpenAPI/ipa
Table 31: Back-end - Cloud Learner Space - Interactions with Platform Agent component

Name

Experience Service Server (ESServer)

Description

The ESServer is responsible for the communication between the Platform Agent
Layer components and the MaTHiSiS cloud. The Platform Agent Layer
communicates with the ESServer via websockets while the MaTHiSiS cloud
communicates via REST calls with the ESServer.
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Deliverable

D5.2 – Description of the Robotic Layer [9]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Back-end/ESServer
Table 32: Back-End - Cloud Learner Space – ESServer

2.3.2 The MaTHiSiS Database
The core repository of the MaTHiSiS platform lies within the MaTHiSiS cloud, in the MongoDB. The
database schema for MaTHiSiS has been initially presented in D2.4 - Full system architecture M15 [2]
Section 7 but a lot has changed since then. As defined there and also reviewed in the Back-end layer
in the previous section, MaTHiSiS ecosystem entities are divided into three main bocks: Learning
Content Entities, User Space Entities and Cloud Learner’s Space Entities. As MaTHiSiS is a live
ecosystem, its entities can be changed whenever needed as can be seen next.
2.3.2.1

Learning Content Entities

The two parts that comprise these entities, said to be the ones that carry information about the aims
of learning processes supported within MaTHiSiS (Smart Learning Atoms and Learning Graphs) and
the ones that carry information about how the former are taught in MaTHiSiS (Learning Actions,
Learning Materials and other information related to the materialisation of the Learning Actions), can
be seen in Figure 6, Figure7 and Figure 8, and then, current collections, with updated fields.

Figure 6: Actual data models of the Learning Graph and Smart Learning Atom
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Figure 7: Actual data models of the Learning Action, its materializations and related learning materials

Figure 8: Actual data models of the Learning Material with its identifier

Collection lcsLearningGraph
The MaTHiSiS Learning Graphs comprising of multiple Learning Goals and associated SLAs
*

_id

ObjectId

The unique identifier of the Learning Graph

*

lg_name

String

The label of the Learning Graph

lg_descr

String

Optional. A short description of the contents of the LG
for sharing.

*

creator_id

ObjectId

The unique identifier of the user (i.e. Tutor) that created
the SLA. Refers to an entry in collection “users”.

*

created

Date

The date and time when the LG was created

last_modified

Date

The date and time when the LG was last modified

vertices

Array

List of all vertices of the Learning Graph

edges

Array

List of all edges of the Learning Graph

mode

String

Internal LG lib needed (default) property, always set to
NORMAL

-
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Collection edges (resides within lcsLearningGraph)
The edges within the Learning Graph
* _id

String

The unique identifier of the edge within the Learning
Graph

* weight

String

The weight of the edge (default = 1.0)

* _outV

String

The String representation of the _id of the source node
to be connected with the edge. Refers to a vertex in the
internal collection “vertices”.

* _inV

String

The String representation of the _id of the target node
to be connected with the edge. Refers to a vertex in the
internal collection “vertices”.

-

type

String

Internal LG lib needed default property, always set to
“edge”

-

_label

String

Internal LG lib needed default property, always set to
“default”

Collection vertices (resides within lcsLearningGraph)
The vertices of the Learning Graph
* _id

String or ObjectId

The unique identifier of the vertex within the learning
graph. If the vertex of type “SLA” then the _id is of type
ObjectId, otherwise if the vertex is of type
“LEARNING_GOAL” then the _id is of type String. SLA ids
refer to an entry in collection “lcsSmartLearningAtom”.

* label

String

The label of the vertex

* type

String

The type of the vertex. Can be either SLA or
LEARNING_GOAL

* _type

String

Internal LG lib needed default property, always set to
“vertex”

Collection lcsSmartLearningAtom
The MaTHiSiS Smart Learning Atoms.
* _id

ObjectId

The unique identifier of the Smart Learning Atom.

* SLA_NAME

String

The label of the SLA

* LEARNING_ACTIONS

Array

A list of the learning actions that are attached to the
SLA.

* CREATOR_ID

ObjectId

The unique identifier of the user (i.e. Tutor) that created
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the SLA. Refers to an entry in collection “users”.
* CREATED

String

The date and time when the LG was created

LAST_MODIFIED

String

The date and time when the LG was last modified

SLA_DESCR

String

Optional. A short description of the SLA for sharing.

Collection LEARNING_ACTIONS (resides within lcsSmartLearningAtom)
The Learning Actions attached to the Smart Learning Atom.
* _id

ObjectId

The unique identifier of the Learning Atom. Refers to an
entry in collection “learningActions”

* LA_NAME

String

The label of the Learning Action

* RELATION_DEGREE

String

The weight of relation of the LA to the attached SLA.
Default = 1.0

Collection learningActions
The MaTHiSiS Learning Actions
*

_id

ObjectId

The unique identifier of the Learning Action

*

name

String

The label of the LA

*

learning_action_ma
terialization

Map

The materialization information of the LA

lao_categories

List

The LAO categories the LA falls in

slas

List

The list of SLAs referencing this LA

-

created

Date

Creation date of the learning action

-

last_modified

Date

Last modified date of the learning action

Collection learning_action_materialization (resides within learningActions)
Materialization information of the LAs
_id

String

AUTOINCREMENT

The unique identifier of the Learning Action
materialization

content

String

The encoded content for the materialization

Collection learningMaterials
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The MaTHiSiS Learning Materials
*

_id

ObjectId

The unique identifier of the Learning Material

*

name

string

The label of the LM

*

lao_categories

array

The LAO categories the LM falls in

*

description

string

Optional. A short description of the LM for sharing.

identifiers

array

The identifiers associated to the LM

-

created

date

Creation date of the learning material

-

last_modified

date

Last modified date of the learning material

-

difficulty

string

Difficulty associated with the LM

Collection identifiers (resides within learningMaterials)
The MaTHiSiS Learning Materials Identifiers
lao_categories

array

The LAO categories the LM Identifiers falls in

support_key_mome
nts

boolean

States whether the LM supports key moment

application_locator

string

Location of the application

2.3.2.2

User Space Entities

User Space Entities can be seen on Figure 9. It shows user, user-related (venues, platform agents and
classrooms), and also the collections related to the personalization of Learning Graphs and Smart
Learning Atoms for learners.
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Figure 9: MaTHiSiS User Space data model

In following tables, more details about each of the fields included on each of the data entities
defined can be seen:

Collection usLearningGraphInstance
The MaTHiSiS Learning Graph personalised instances
* _id

ObjectId

The unique identifier of the Learning Graph Instance

-

String

Internal LG lib needed (default) property, always set
to NORMAL

* lg_id

ObjectId

The unique identifier of the Learning Graph that the
Learning Graph Instance instantiates. Refers to an
entry in collection “lcsLearningGraph”.

* lg_name

String

The label of the Learning Graph

String

Optional. A short description of the contents of the LG
for sharing.

* learner_id

ObjectId

The unique identifier of the user (always Learner)
whose personal instance of an LG is this entry. Refers
to an entry in collection “users”.

* created

Date

Date of the creation of this instance

last_modified

Date

Date of the last modification made on this instance

vertices

Array

List of all vertices of the Learning Graph instance

edges

Array

List of all edges of the Learning Graph instance

mode

LG_DESCR
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Collection edges (resides within usLearningGraphInstance)
The edges within the Learning Graph Instance
* _id

String

The unique identifier of the edge within the Learning
Graph Instance

* weight

String

The weight of the edge (default = 1.0)

* _outV

String

The String representation of the _id of the source
node to be connected with the edge. Refers to a
vertex in the internal collection “vertices”.

* _inV

String

The String representation of the _id of the target
node to be connected with the edge. Refers to a
vertex in the internal collection “vertices”.

-

_type

String

Internal LG lib needed default property, always set to
“edge”

-

_label

String

Internal LG lib needed default property, always set to
“default”

Collection vertices (resides within usLearningGraphInstance)
The vertices of the Learning Graph Instance
* _id

String or ObjectId

The unique identifier of the vertex within the learning
graph instance. If the vertex of type “SLA” then the
_id is of type ObjectId, otherwise if the vertex is of
type “LEARNING_GOAL” then the _id is of type String.
SLA ids refer to an entry in collection
“usSmartLearningAtomInstance”.

* label

String

The label of the vertex

* weight

String

The weight of the vertex

* type

String

The type of the vertex. Can be either SLA or
LEARNING_GOAL

* _type

String

Internal LG lib needed default property, always set to
“vertex”

Collection usSmartLearningAtomInstance
The MaTHiSiS Smart Learning Atom Instances.
* _id
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* SLA_ID

ObjectId

The unique identifier of the Smart Learning Atom that
the Smart Learning Atom Instance instantiates. Refers
to an entry in collection “lcsSmartLearningAtom”.

* SLA_NAME

String

The label of the SLA

SLA_DESCR

String

Optional. A short description of the SLA for sharing.

* LEARNER_ID

ObjectId

The unique identifier of the user (always Learner)
whose personal instance of an SLA is this entry.
Refers to an entry in collection “users”.

* SLAI_WEIGHT

String

The weight of the SLA Instance

-

CREATED

string

Date of the creation of this instance

LAST_MODIFIED

string

Date of the last modification made on this instance

Collection users
MaTHiSiS User information
*

_id

ObjectId

The unique identifier of the User information

-

email

string

Email of the user

-

lastname

string

Last name of the user

-

firstname

string

First name of the user

user_name

string

MaTHiSiS user name

user_pswd

string

MaTHiSiS user password

-

is_active

Boolean

Determines if the user exists in the system

*

role

string

One of the possible roles in MaTHiSiS (at least one)

-

CREATED

Date

Date of the creation of the user

LAST_MODIFIED

Date

Date of the last modification made on this user

Collection venues
The MaTHiSiS Learning Environments
*

_id

ObjectId

The unique identifier of the Learning Environment

*

name

string

The label of the Learning Environment

-

description

string

A description for the Learning Environment

-

lao_categories

array

The LAO categories the Learning Environment falls in
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-

classrooms

array

The classrooms in the Learning Environment

-

CREATED

Date

Date of the creation of the Learning Environment

LAST_MODIFIED

Date

Date of the last modification made on this Learning
Environment

* _id

oid
AUTOINCREMENT

The unique identifier of the Classroom

* name

string

The label of the classroom

-

description

string

A description for the classroom

-

learners

array

List of learners of the classroom

-

tutors

array

List of tutors of the classroom

-

venue

array

List of related learning environments

-

CREATED

Date

Date of the creation of the Learning Environment

-

LAST_MODIFIED

Date

Date of the last modification made on this Learning
Environment

Collection classrooms
The MaTHiSiS Classrooms

Collection platformAgents
The MaTHiSiS Platform Agents
* _id

oid
AUTOINCREMENT

The unique identifier of the Platform Agent

* name

string

The label of the PA

* laoCategories

array

The LAO categories the PA falls in

identifier_lao_categ
ories

array

The LAO categories of the LM identifier with which
the PA is compatible

-

created

Date

Date of the creation of the Platform Agent

-

last_modified

Date

Date of the last modification made on this Platform
Agent
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2.3.2.1

Cloud Learner’s Space Entities

These entities are composed of Learning Session, dss_affective_states, dss_sensor_affective_states,
sensorial_components,
ipa_features,
xapi_storage,
usLearningGraphInstance_rtm,
and
usSmartLearningAtomInstance_rtm.
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Figure 10: MaTHiSiS Cloud Learner’s Space data model

Collection Learning Sessions
The MaTHiSiS Learning Sessions
* _id

ObjectId

The unique identifier of the Learning Session

* venue

string

The unique identifier of the learning environment
associated to the LS

* start_date

Date

The start data and time of the LS

* learner

string

The unique identifier of the learner associated to the
LS

* learning_graph

string

The unique identifier of the LG associated to the LS

* current_learning_m
aterial

string

The unique identifier of the LM associated to the LS
currently proposed to the learner

* learning_graph_per
sonalized

string

The unique identifier of the LG instance associated to
the LS

* current_learning_ac
tion

string

The unique identifier of the LA associated to the LS
currently proposed to the learner

* status

string

The current status of the LS

* tutor

string

The unique identifier of the tutor that has started the
LS

* associated_platform string
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_agent
end_date

Date

The end date and time of the LS

affective_state_fra
me_num

integer

The adaptation number at which we received the
affective state of the learner

affective_state_pro
bs

list

The list of probabilities for each kind of affective state

performance_status

string

Performance of the learner

performance_status
_current

string

Current performance status at runtime

performance_frame
_num

integer

The adaptation number at which we received the
performance of the learner

frame_num

integer

The number of adaptation triggered during the LS

current_learning_m
aterial_identifier

map

The unique identifier of the LM identifier associated
to the LS currently proposed to the learner on the
associated PA

-

created

Date

Date of the creation of the Learning Environment

-

last_modified

Date

Date of the last modification made on this instance

-

associated_sensoria
l_component

string

The unique identifier of the SC associated to the LS

-

affective_state_pro
bs_current

array

Current affective state probs at runtime

-

Collection usLearningGraphInstance_rtm
The MaTHiSiS Learning Graph personalised instances: historical runtime still point in time
* _id

ObjectId

The unique identifier of the Learning Graph Instance
runtime entry.

-

String

Internal LG lib needed (default) property, always set
to NORMAL

* lg_id

ObjectId

The unique identifier of the Learning Graph that the
Learning Graph Instance of this runtime entry
instantiates. Refers to an entry in collection
“lcsLearningGraph”.

* lg_name

String

The label of the Learning Graph

* session_id

ObjectId

The unique identifier of the running session id. Refers
to collection “LearningSessions”.

* learner_id

ObjectId

The unique identifier of the user (always Learner)
whose personal instance of an LG is this entry’s

mode
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parent LGI. Refers to an entry in collection “users”.
* created

Date

Date of the creation of this instance

last_modified

Date

Date of the last modification made on this instance

vertices

Array

List of all vertices of the Learning Graph instance

edges

Array

List of all edges of the Learning Graph instance

-

lgi_id

ObjectId

The unique identifier of the Learning Graph Instance that
this runtime entry captures at a particular time. Refers to
an entry in collection “usLearningGraphInstance”.

-

type

String

The type of the process that created this runtime instance.
Can be CREATION/RESET, DSS_PERSONALIZATION,
DSS_ADAPTATION,
LGE_PERSONALIZATION,
LGE_ADAPTATION

Edges and vertices within usLearningGraphInstance_rtm have the same structure as in
usLearningGraphInstance.

Collection usSmartLearningAtomInstance _rtm
The MaTHiSiS Smart Learning Atom Instances: historical runtime still point in time
* _id

ObjectId

The unique identifier of the Smart Learning Atom
Instance.

* SLA_ID

ObjectId

The unique identifier of the Learning Graph that the
Learning Graph Instance of this runtime entry
instantiates. Refers to an entry in collection
“lcsSmartLearningAtom”.

* SLA_NAME

String

The label of the SLA

SLA_DESCR

String

Optional. A short description of the SLA for sharing.

* LEARNER_ID

ObjectId

The unique identifier of the user (always Learner)
whose personal instance of an LG is this entry’s
parent LGI. Refers to an entry in collection “users”.

* SLAI_WEIGHT

String

The weight of the SLA Instance

-

CREATED

Date

Date of the creation of this instance

LAST_MODIFIED

Date

Date of the last modification made on this instance

* SLAI_ID

ObjectId

The unique identifier of the Smart Learning Atom
Instance that this runtime entry captures at a
particular time. Refers to an entry in collection
“usSmartLearningAtomInstance”.

-

String

The type of the process that created this runtime
instance.
Can
be
CREATION/RESET,

TYPE
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DSS_PERSONALIZATION,
DSS_ADAPTATION,
LGE_PERSONALIZATION, LGE_ADAPTATION
-

SESSION_ID

ObjectId

The unique identifier of the running session id. Refers
to collection “LearningSessions”.

Collection dss_affective_states
The MaTHiSiS affective states
* _id

ObjectId

The unique identifier of the affective state

* session_id

ObjectId

The unique identifier of the Learning Session

* learner_id

ObjectId

The unique identifier of the learner

-

timestamp

Date

The exact timestamp of the record creation

-

affect_label

string

The affect state. Possible values are: Engagement,
Bored or Frustrated

-

current_learning_m
aterial

ObjectId

The unique identifier of the LM associated to the LS
currently proposed to the learner

-

affective_states_pr
obabilities

list

Probabilities of each state, by list
0=Boredom, 1=Engagement,2=Frustration.

position:

Collection dss_sensor_affective_states
The MaTHiSiS sensor affective states
* _id

ObjectId

The
unique
identifier
dss_sensor_affective_state

-

array

Affect-related features sent by the SC (if any)

* session_id

string

The unique identifier of the related Learning Session

* learner_id

string

The unique identifier of the learner associated to the
LS

-

timestamp

Date

The exact timestamp of the record creation

-

affect_label_probs

array

Probabilities of each state, by list
0=Boredom, 1=Engagement,2=Frustration.

-

sensor_num

string

The number of sensors used to obtain the available
information

-

affect_labels

Array

Output of the affective state recognition performed
by the SC (Boredom, Engagement or Frustration)

features
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* sensors_type

Array

Modalities of the SC utilized to obtain the available
information

SC_disabled

Boolean

It indicates if the learner wants to use (True) or not
(False) the SC for affect recognition

Features_mobile

List

Non mandatory field to support the online analysis of
raw data generated by mobile device sensors

Collection sensorialComponents
The MaTHiSiS sensorial components
* _id

ObjectId

The unique identifier of the Sensorial Component

-

sc_name

string

The name of the Sensorial Component

-

venue_id

ObjectId

The unique identifier of the related venue. Refers to
collection “venues”

-

CREATED

Date

Date of the creation of the Sensorial Component

-

LAST_MODIIFED

Date

Date of the last modification made on this instance

Collection xapi_storage
The MaTHiSiS xAPI storage
*

_id

oid
AUTOINCREMENT

The unique identifier of the xapi

-

result

object

“results” field included in the TIN CAN API (xAPI). It
provides information about the result obtained in a
learning activity

-

context

object

“context” field included in the TIN CAN API (xAPI). It
describes the context of the interaction with learning
content

-

object

object

“object” field included in the TIN CAN API (xAPI). It
describes the object that receives the action of the
field “verb”

-

verb

object

“verb” field included in the TIN CAN API (xAPI). It
described the action performed during the interaction

-

actor

object

“actor” field included in the TIN CAN API (xAPI). It
identifies the actor of the interaction (e.g. learner)

-

timestamp

Date

“timestamp” field included in the TIN CAN API (xAPI).
It represents the time when the interaction was
tracked
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Collection result (resides within xapi_storage)
The MaTHiSiS xAPI storage result
score

object

Information about the score obtained in the learning
activity

time_needed

Integer

Time needed to accomplish the learning activity or
interaction

success

Boolean

This parameter indicates if the outcome of the
learning activity was achieved (true) or not (false)

completion

Boolean

This parameters indicates if the learning activity was
completed or not

Collection score (resides within xapi_storage.result)
The MaTHiSiS xAPI storage score
max

Integer

Maximum score that the learner can reach in a
specific learning activity

min

Integer

Minimum score that the learner can reach in a
specific learning activity

scaled

Integer

Scaled score (from the minimum to the maximum
values). Usually, it is scaled from 0 to 1

Collection context (resides within xapi_storage)
The MaTHiSiS xAPI storage context
-

key_moment

Boolean

This parameter indicates if the interaction must lead
to an adaptation of the learning content (trigger to
the DSS)

-

learner_id

string

Identifier of the learner who performed the activity

-

current_LA_ID

string

Current LA associated to the learning activity

location

string

Location of the learner while performing the learning
activity

SLAI_weight

Double

Value of the competence/s associated to the current
learning activity

session_id

string

Identifier of the learning session
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Collection object (resides within xapi_storage)
The MaTHiSiS xAPI storage object
definition

object

Information about the “object” of the interaction

activity type

string

Type of the activity chosen from the available values
(established by the TIN CAN API)

id

string

Identifier of the object

Collection definition (resides within xapi_storage.object)
The MaTHiSiS xAPI storage object definition
name

object

Information about the “object” of the interaction

Collection name (resides within xapi_storage.object.definition)
The MaTHiSiS xAPI storage object definition name
en-US

string

Information about the “object” of the interaction

Collection verb (resides within xapi_storage)
The MaTHiSiS xAPI storage verb
display

object

Information about the “verb” parameter

id

string

Identifier of the verb (established by the TIN CAN API)

Collection display (resides within xapi_storage.verb)
The MaTHiSiS xAPI storage verb display
en-US

string

Caption for the “verb” parameter chosen from the
available values (established by the TIN CAN API)

Collection actor (resides within xapi_storage)
The MaTHiSiS xAPI storage actor
name

string

Identifier of the actor

mbox

string

Email of the actor

type

string

Type of “actor” chosen from the available values
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(established by the TIN CAN API)

Collection ipa_features
The MaTHiSiS IPA features
* _id

oid
AUTOINCREMENT

The unique identifier of the IPA feature

* learner_id

string

The unique identifier of the current learner

-

time

Date

Date of the creation of the ipa feature

-

pass_or_fail

Boolean

This parameter indicates if the interaction (mainly for
questions) was completed (true) or not (false)

-

score

integer

Score obtained in the current learning session

-

session_id

string

The unique identifier of the current session

-

SLA_weight

Double

Current SLA weight

Collection dssHistoricalValues
The MaTHiSiS dss historical values
* _id

oid
AUTOINCREMENT

The unique identifier of the historical value

* Learner

string

The unique identifier of the Learner

* Sla

object

Information about the SLA

Collection SLA (resides within dssHistoricalValues)
The MaTHiSiS dss historical values SLA
* sla_weight_persona
lization

Array

Data from the current SLA to be applied during
personalization

* sla_weight_adaptati
on

Array

Data from the current SLA to be applied during
adaptation

Collection sla_weight_personalization (resides within dssHistoricalValues.SLA)
The MaTHiSiS dss historical values SLA weight personalisation
* timestamp

Date

Timestamp for the register of the information

* sla_weight_persona

Double

Value of the SLA when the information was retrieved
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lization_value
performance

String

Performance registered while interacting with a
learning material related to the associated SLA weight

Collection sla_weight_adaptation (resides within dssHistoricalValues.SLA)
The MaTHiSiS dss historical values SLA weight adaptation
* timestamp

Date

Timestamp for the register of the information

* sla_weight_adaptati
on_value

Double

Value of the SLA when the information was retrieved

Array

Affective state inferred while interacting with a
learning material related to the associated SLA weight

affect_state

2.4 MaTHiSiS Platform Agents
This layer contains the components that reside on the Platform Agents (NAO, Turtlebot, mobile,
tablet, desktop, IWB) as well as the specific Learning Materials implemented for the driver and
assisted pilot phases. They are all well documented in the specific deliverables:
•
•
•
•

D5.2 - Description of the robotic layer M21 [9];
D4.2 - MaTHiSiS sensorial component M18 [7];
D5.5 - Description of the mobile layer M21 [10];
D5.8 - Description of the interactive whiteboards layer M21 [11].

2.4.1 Sensorial Component
The Sensorial Component extracts and processes information captured by the Platform Agents’
available sensors, to determine the learners’ affect state. It then sends back sensory-based features
to the Back End for further processing.
Name

Sensorial Component

Responsible partner

CERTH

Description

This component is responsible for capturing sensorial data from the different
sensors. It also pre-processes heavy and sensitive data captured through the
sensors, i.e. image, sound and skeleton data, towards the extraction of affectrelated features. Finally, it is responsible to transmit these features to the
MaTHiSiS cloud via the ES SC Client.

Deliverable

D4.2 - MaTHiSiS sensorial component M18 [7]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Sensorial%20Componen
t
Table 33: Platform Agents - Experience Service client - Sensorial Component
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2.4.2 Desktop/NAO/Turtlebot/IWB Specific Components
Desktop specific components cover clients needed for launching LMs in the following PAs:
•
•
•
•

NAO
Turtlebot
IWB
Desktop

Name

Experience Service client – SC Responsible partner
(desktop)

CERTH

Description

The Experience Service client - SC is responsible for the communication between
the Sensorial Component and the MaTHiSiS cloud. It also allows the installation
and the update of a sensorial component entry in the cloud database. A mobile
manifestation of this component is also described in section 2.4.3.

Deliverable

D5.2 - Description of the robotic layer M21 [9]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Frontend/Experiencing_Service_v2/SC
Table 34: Platform Agents - Experience Service client - Sensorial Component

Name

Experience Service client – PA Responsible partner
(desktop)

CERTH

Description

The Experience Service client - PA is responsible for the evoking all LM launchers.
In the desktop-side manifestation, this includes currently the NAO, Turtlebot and
web-based launchers, which in term launch learning material in the PA chosen
through the PA client. It is also responsible for the coordination with an ES SC
Client, in order to process sensorial data on the same or another remote device. A
user can also install new or update existing platform agents in the cloud database
through the ES PA Client.

Deliverable

D5.2 - Description of the robotic layer M12 [9]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Frontend/Experiencing_Service_v2/PA
Table 35: Platform Agents - Experience Service client - PA

Name

Web LM launcher

Responsible partner

ATOS

Description

This component contains the Learning Material Launcher for Web based LMs.
Resides within the Experience Service client – PA.

Deliverable

D5.8 - Description of the interactive whiteboards layer M21 [11]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/blob/develop/Frontend/Experiencing_Service_v2/PA/webLMLauncher.py
Table 36: Platform Agents - Web LM launcher
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Name

NAO LM launcher

Responsible partner

CERTH

Description

The NAO LM launcher is responsible for launching NAO Learning Materials in the
NAO robot. While a learning session is running, the ES PA forwards these Learning
Materials to the NAO LM launcher. The NAO LM launcher connects with the NAO
robot and launches the LM.

Deliverable

D5.2 - Description of the robotic layer M21 [9]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/blob/develop/Frontend/Experiencing_Service_v2/PA/naoLMLauncher.py
Table 37: Platform Agents - NAO LM launcher

Name

TurtleBot LM launcher

Responsible partner

UM

Description

This component contains the Learning Material Launcher for TurtleBot. While a
learning session is running, the ES PA forwards these Learning Materials to the
TurtleBot LM launcher. The TurtleBot LM launcher connects with the TurtleBot
robot and launches the LM.

Deliverable

D5.2 - Description of the robotic layer M21 [9]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/blob/develop/Frontend/Experiencing_Service_v2/PA/turtlebotLMLauncher.py
Table 38: Platform Agents - TurtleBot LM launcher

2.4.3 Mobile Specific Components
Name

Mobile Experiencing Service

Responsible partner

OTEA

Description

Contains the initial version of the Sensorial Component and the Learning Material
Launcher for mobile devices with Android as operating system.

Access Link

Login to https://prod.mathisis-project.eu, navigate to Downloads, under Mobile
look for Mathisis_es_mobile_client.apk.

Deliverable

D5.5 - Description of the mobile layer M21 [10]

Documentation

Login to https://prod.mathisis-project.eu, navigate to Downloads, under User
Guides look for “Instructions for MaTHiSiS end users.pdf”.

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/ES_Mobile_client/Frontend/NativeMobile
Table 39: Platform Agents - Mobile - Experiencing Service

2.4.4 Learning Materials
2.4.4.1

NAO specific Learning Materials

Name
Contract No.: 687772

NAO package installer

Responsible partner

CERTH
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Description

The NAO package installer is a tool that allows the user to install NAO learning
materials to a NAO robot. It also allows for standalone testing of NAO LMs.

Access Link

Login to https://prod.mathisis-project.eu, navigate to Downloads, under NAO look
for Nao_pkg_Installer.7z.

Deliverable

D5.2 - Description of the robotic layer M21 [9]

Documentation

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/blob/develop/Platform%20Agents/nao
/Nao_pkg_Installer/README.txt

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Platform%20Agents/nao
/Nao_pkg_Installer
Table 40: NAO Package installer

Name

NAO LMs

Responsible partner

CERTH

Description

Learning materials specially designed to operate in a NAO robot. 40 LMs, based on
the scenarios of the driver and assisted pilots, have been created, including
versions in 3 different languages. All NAO LMs have been well documented in the
corresponding deliverable.

Access Link

Login to https://prod.mathisis-project.eu, navigate to Downloads, under NAO look
for Nao_pkg_Installer.7z.

Deliverable

D5.2 - Description of the robotic layer M21 [9]

Documentation

Login to https://prod.mathisis-project.eu, navigate to Downloads, under NAO look
for “NAO_LM_Installation_Instructions.txt” and “NAO_LM_Storyboards.docx”.

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Platform%20Agents/nao
/Nao_LMs
Table 41: Learning Materials - NAO

2.4.4.2

TurtleBot specific Learning Materials

Name

Biggest and smallest

Description

TurtleBot allows, using the recognition of colours/cards, the development of
learning activities related to the identification of the biggest and smallest number
between two given ones.

Deliverable

D5.2 - Description of the robotic layer M21 [9]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Platform%20Agents/Turt
lebot/Learning%20Materials/AssistedPilot/games/math_biggest_smallest

Responsible partner

UM

Table 42: Learning Material - TurtleBot - Biggest and smallest
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Name

Order the numbers

Responsible partner

UM

Description

The learner is asked to provide a sequence of numbers.. The robot shows different
numbers on the screen and asks the learner to show the cards in order from the
smallest to the biggest.

Deliverable

D5.2 - Description of the robotic layer M21 [9]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Platform%20Agents/Turt
lebot/Learning%20Materials/AssistedPilot/games/math_order_number
Table 43: Learning Material - TurtleBot – Order the number

Name

Make connections (mathematical Responsible partner
skill)

UM

Description

This LM is designed to improve the capabilities of the learner to associate numbers
to a concrete quantity. In that case, the robot shows several objects and the
learner will use cards which include numbers to perform the activity.

Deliverable

D5.2 - Description of the robotic layer M21 [9]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Platform%20Agents/Turt
lebot/Learning%20Materials/AssistedPilot/games/math_make_connections
Table 44: Learning Material - TurtleBot – Make connections (mathematical skill)

Name

Compose words

Responsible partner

UM

Description

This application will allow the learners the construction of words using different
cards which include syllables. In this activity, the robot shows a picture of an
object and provides the learner with a set of syllables on cards. Then, they are
asked to compose the word using these cards.

Deliverable

D5.2 - Description of the robotic layer M21 [9]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Platform%20Agents/Turt
lebot/Learning%20Materials/AssistedPilot/games/Literacy_words_sentences
Table 45: Learning Material - TurtleBot – Compose words

Name

Make connections (language skill)

Responsible partner

UM

Description

The activity consists in association of words to a concept. The robot shows
pictures and written words and asks the learner to match them and read the word
while it used.

Deliverable

D5.2 - Description of the robotic layer M21 [9]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Platform%20Agents/Turt
lebot/Learning%20Materials/AssistedPilot/games/language_make_connections
Table 46: Learning Material - TurtleBot – Make connections (literacy skill)
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Name

Recognize words

Responsible partner

UM

Description

The application consists in the recognition of words that represent different
objects provided in cards. In this activity, the robot shows a letter and then the
learner is asked to pick up the picture of the object starting with that letter among
the cards provided

Deliverable

D5.2 - Description of the robotic layer M21 [9]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Platform%20Agents/Turt
lebot/Learning%20Materials/AssistedPilot/games/literacy_recognise_word
Table 47: Learning Material - TurtleBot – Visualize the content

Name

Visualise the content

Responsible partner

UM

Description

In this LM, the robot shows a sentence, asks the learner to read it and to show the
corresponding picture among those provided. In order to perform the activity, the
learner should show the picture where the situation described in the sentence is
represented.

Deliverable

D5.2 - Description of the robotic layer M21 [9]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Platform%20Agents/Turt
lebot/Learning%20Materials/AssistedPilot/games/Language_visualise_content
Table 48: Learning Material - TurtleBot – Visualize the content

Name

Emotion awareness

Responsible partner

UM

Description

This LM allows learners, especially those from ASC, to train their emotional skills
and improve their capabilities to recognize emotions.

Deliverable

D5.2 - Description of the robotic layer M21 [9]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Platform%20Agents/Turt
lebot/Learning%20Materials/AssistedPilot/games/feeling_emotion_awareness
Table 49: Learning Material - TurtleBot – Emotion awareness

Name

Recognise emotions

Responsible partner

UM

Description

A variant of the previous application has also been implemented. In this activity,
the learner has to recognize the emotion without previous help.

Deliverable

D5.2 - Description of the robotic layer M21 [9]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Platform%20Agents/Turt
lebot/Learning%20Materials/AssistedPilot/games/feeling_recognise_emotion
Table 50: Learning Material - TurtleBot – Recognise emotions
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2.4.4.3

Mobile specific Learning Materials

Name

MaTHiSiS Mobile LMs

Description

Mobile application that installs all MaTHiSiS native mobile LMs to and Android
mobile or tablet. In includes the following LMs:
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contract No.: 687772

Responsible partner

NG

Object Identification - A game in the native mobile/tablet application
where the user supposed to name the object displayed on the screen by
typing in the information. The learner has to answer within a certain time.
If nothing changes, after several prompts the image changes
Quantity correspondence - A game in the native mobile/tablet application
prompting the learner to count the dots shown on the screen, offering
three alternatives with the result if no reply follows
Sequence reproduction - A game in the native mobile/tablet application
prompting to reproduce a sequence of pictures. A number of images are
shown on the screen highlighting two of them in a sequence. The learner
has to tap on the images reproducing the same sequence. The number of
highlighted images in a sequence shall rise/diminish depending on the
response of the learner
Count the objects - A game in the native mobile/tablet application
prompting to the learner to count the objects appearing on the screen on
the first sight
Activate Video - A native mobile/tablet application prompting the learner
to start a video by pressing the play button and watch it
Complete sentence with word - A game in the native mobile/tablet
application prompting the learner to choose the correct word to complete
the sentence based on the situation provided
Compose words with letters - A game in the native mobile/tablet
application prompting the learner to choose letters in correct order to
form a word.
Describe features of pictures - A game in the native mobile/tablet
application prompting the learner to describe various features of the
picture shown on the screen to the tutor.
Describe features of videos - A game in the native mobile/tablet
application prompting the learner to describe various features of the
video shown on the screen to the tutor
Drag objects in correct position - A game in the native mobile/tablet
application prompting the learner to drag an object on the screen in the
correct position in a matrix
Order words for sentences - A game in the native mobile/tablet
application prompting the learner to choose words in a correct order to
form a meaningful sentence.
Find Questions - A game in the native mobile/tablet application prompting
the learner to read a sentence on the screen and then choose the correct
question from the given options.
Guess Emotions - A game in the native mobile/tablet application
prompting the learner to choose a picture corresponding to the emotion
given on the screen.
Recognize Antonyms - A game in the native mobile/tablet application
prompting the learner to read the given word and choose the antonym for
the word from the given options.
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Hear, Recognise and Say Emotion - A game in the native mobile/tablet
application prompting the learner to hear an emotion, recognise it on the
picture shown and choose the correct emotion from the choices given
Synonyms - A game in the native mobile/tablet application prompting the
learner to choose the synonym of the word shown on the screen from the
choices given.
Identify Largest or Smallest Number - A game in the native mobile/tablet
application prompting the learner to find either the largest or the smallest
number in the set of numbers shown on the screen
Imitate Body gesture - A game in the native mobile/tablet application
prompting the learner to see and analyse the body gesture shown in the
picture on the screen and copy it so the tutor can see and mark them on
the basis of the accuracy
Labyrinth - A game in the native mobile/tablet application prompting the
learner to navigate through an on-screen labyrinth with the aim to get the
“monster” to the “cookie”
Syllables - A game in the native mobile/tablet application prompting the
learner to choose syllables to form a word which corresponds to the
image shown on the screen
Match letter to objects - A game in the native mobile/tablet application
prompting the learner to match the letter to one of the objects shown on
the screen.
Match - A game in the native mobile/tablet application prompting the
learner to match the pictures with the quantity of the object shown in
them with the corresponding numbers.
Memory - A game in the native mobile/tablet application prompting the
learner to see the pictures on the screen and choose similar pictures
consecutively once they have been hidden.
Order Numbers - A game in the native mobile/tablet application
prompting the learner to select the numbers shown on the screen in
ascending order.
Order Objects by Size - A game in the native mobile/tablet application
prompting the learner to drag objects shown on the screen so that the
smallest is in the leftmost box and the largest is in the rightmost box and
the size of the objects are ascending in the middle
Senso Piano - A game in the native mobile/tablet application prompting
the learner to see the sequence of how the keys of the piano is pressed on
the screen and imitate the same sequence
Puzzle - A game in the native mobile/tablet application prompting the
learner to see the puzzled images on the screen and organise them to
form one big image in the matrix
Repeat Name or Word - A game in the native mobile/tablet application
prompting the learner to read the word on the screen and say it loudly to
the teacher.
Repeat Picture - A game in the native mobile/tablet application prompting
the learner to see the image on the screen and pronounce it to the
teacher who can mark him on the basis of the pronunciation.
Say words connected to the topic - A game in the native mobile/tablet
application prompting the learner to see an image on the screen depicting
a scene and the learner has to write a word connected to the topic shown
Select largest or Smallest Number - A game in the native mobile/tablet
application prompting the learner to choose the largest or the smallest
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•

•
•
•
•

number from the given set of numbers.
Select Left or Right - A game in the native mobile/tablet application
prompting the learner to see the image on the screen which depicts either
the right or left hand, or direction and choose the correct answer from the
choices
Today’s Feeling - A game in the native mobile/tablet application
prompting the learner to choose how they feel today from the given
choices.
Sort objects into baskets - A game in the native mobile/tablet application
prompting the learner to choose the correct color of the basket where the
same color of the object us
Tap on Image - A game in the native mobile/tablet application prompting
the learner to tap on the image shown on the device.
What have objects in common - A game in the native mobile/tablet
application prompting the learner to see and analyse the 2 given pictures
and choose the thing common in both from the given options.

Access Link

https://repository.atosresearch.eu/index.php/apps/files/?dir=%2FMATHISIS%2FPil
ots%2FAssisted%20Pilots%2FMobile%2FNative%20LMs

Documentation

Login to https://prod.mathisis-project.eu, navigate to Downloads, under Mobile
look for “Instructions how to install mobile LMs” and “All LM names per levels of
difficulty”.

Deliverable

D5.4 - Description of the mobile layer M21 [11]
Table 51: Learning Materials - Mobile

2.4.4.4

Web-based Learning Materials

Name

Quiz

Responsible partner

OTEA

Description

A web-based learning game that displays a list of questions with some potential
answers for each one. The game asks the pupil to indicate which of the answers is
the correct. The pupil needs to tap or click the correct answer.

Access Link

https://prod.mathisis-project.eu/lm/e_portfolio_quiz_el_a/

Deliverable

D5.8 - Description of the interactive whiteboards layer M21 [11]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Frontend/Learning%20Materials/WebBased/LM%20Quiz%20Game
Table 52: Learning Material - Web-based – Quiz

Name

YouTube Video tracker

Responsible partner

Description

A web-based YouTube video player that tracks user interactions.

ATOS

Access Link
Deliverable

D5.8 - Description of the interactive whiteboards layer M21 [11]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Front-
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end/Learning%20Materials/WebBased/LM%20YouTube%20Video%20Tracker
Table 53: Learning Material - Web-based - YouTube Video Tracker

Name

Antonyms

Responsible partner

ATOS

Description

A web-based learning game that displays one word and the pupil needs to tap on
the correct antonym choosing between several options.

Access Link

https://prod.mathisis-project.eu/lm/LM%20Antonyms/

Deliverable

D5.8 - Description of the interactive whiteboards layer M21 [11]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Frontend/Learning%20Materials/WebBased/LM%20Antonyms
Table 54: Learning Material - Web-based - Antonyms

Name

Complete the sentence

Responsible partner

ATOS

Description

A web-based learning game that displays and unfinished sentence. The pupil has
to choose how the sentence finishes dragging the correct word to its place.

Access Link

https://prod.mathisis-project.eu/lm/LM%20Complete%20the%20sentence/

Deliverable

D5.8 - Description of the interactive whiteboards layer M21 [11]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Frontend/Learning%20Materials/WebBased/LM%20Complete%20the%20sentence
Table 55: Learning Material - Web-based – Complete the sentence

Name

Continue the conversation

Responsible partner

ATOS

Description

A web-based learning game that displays a sentence and the pupil has to continue
the conversation choosing the correct sentence between several options.

Access Link

https://prod.mathisis-project.eu/lm/LM%20Continue%20the%20conversation/

Deliverable

D5.8 - Description of the interactive whiteboards layer M21 [11]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Frontend/Learning%20Materials/WebBased/LM%20Continue%20the%20conversation
Table 56: Learning Material - Web-based - Continue the conversation

Name

Find the common letter

Description

A web-based learning game that displays a letter and 3 animal pictures. The pupil
has to choose the animal where its name starts with the letter shown on top.

Access Link

https://prod.mathisis-project.eu/lm/LM%20Find%20the%20common%20letter/
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Deliverable

D5.8 - Description of the interactive whiteboards layer M21 [11]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Frontend/Learning%20Materials/WebBased/LM%20Find%20the%20common%20letter
Table 57: Learning Material - Web-based - Find the common letter

Name

Find the question to the answer

Responsible partner

ATOS

Description

A web-based learning game that displays one sentence in the screen. The pupil
has to find the correct question that would obtain such answer between several
options.

Access Link

https://prod.mathisisproject.eu/lm/LM%20Find%20the%20question%20to%20the%20answer/

Deliverable

D5.8 - Description of the interactive whiteboards layer M21 [11]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Frontend/Learning%20Materials/WebBased/LM%20Find%20the%20question%20to%20
the%20answer
Table 58: Learning Material - Web-based - Find the question to the answer

Name

Guess the emotion

Responsible partner

ATOS

Description

A web-based learning game that displays a face representing an emotion and the
pupil has to choose the correct word between several options.

Access Link

https://prod.mathisis-project.eu/lm/LM%20Guess%20the%20emotion/

Deliverable

D5.8 - Description of the interactive whiteboards layer M21 [11]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Frontend/Learning%20Materials/WebBased/LM%20Guess%20the%20emotion
Table 59: Learning Material - Web-based - Guess the emotion

Name

Guess the emotion sound

Responsible partner

ATOS

Description

A web-based learning game that displays a face and a sound representing an
emotion and the pupil has to choose the correct word between several options.

Access Link

https://prod.mathisis-project.eu/lm/LM%20Guess%20the%20emotion%20sound/

Deliverable

D5.8 - Description of the interactive whiteboards layer M21 [11]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Frontend/Learning%20Materials/WebBased/LM%20Guess%20the%20emotion%20soun
d
Table 60: Learning Material - Web-based - Guess the emotion sound
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Name

Guess the picture

Responsible partner

ATOS

Description

A web-based learning game that displays a name of an emotion and the pupil has
to choose the face that represents it between several options.

Access Link

https://prod.mathisis-project.eu/lm/LM%20Guess%20the%20picture/

Deliverable

D5.8 - Description of the interactive whiteboards layer M21 [11]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Frontend/Learning%20Materials/WebBased/LM%20Guess%20the%20picture
Table 61: Learning Material - Web-based - Guess the picture

Name

How many dots

Responsible partner

ATOS

Description

A web-based learning game that displays several dots on the screen and the pupil
has to guess how many of these are.

Access Link

https://prod.mathisis-project.eu/lm/LM%20How%20many%20dots/

Deliverable

D5.8 - Description of the interactive whiteboards layer M21 [11]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Frontend/Learning%20Materials/WebBased/LM%20How%20many%20dots
Table 62: Learning Material - Web-based - How many dots

Name

Left and right

Responsible partner

ATOS

Description

A web-based learning game that displays a text that ask the learner to tap the
button on the left or on the right and the pupil has to tap the correct one.

Access Link

https://prod.mathisis-project.eu/lm/LM%20Left%20and%20right/

Deliverable

D5.8 - Description of the interactive whiteboards layer M21 [11]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Frontend/Learning%20Materials/WebBased/LM%20Left%20and%20right
Table 63: Learning Material - Web-based - Left and right

Name

Left and right with arrow

Description

A web-based learning game that displays an arrow that can point to the left or to
the right. The pupil has to tap the correct answer about where it’s pointing.

Access Link

https://prod.mathisisproject.eu/lm/LM%20Left%20and%20right%20with%20arrow/

Deliverable

D5.8 - Description of the interactive whiteboards layer M21 [11]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Frontend/Learning%20Materials/WebBased/LM%20Left%20and%20right%20with%20a
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rrow
Table 64: Learning Material - Web-based - Left and right with arrow

Name

Locate the Rix wiki icon

Responsible partner

ATOS

Description

A web-based learning game that displays several random images and the pupil has
to find a specific one and tap on it.

Access Link

https://prod.mathisisproject.eu/lm/LM%20Locate%20the%20Rix%20wiki%20icon/

Deliverable

D5.8 - Description of the interactive whiteboards layer M21 [11]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Frontend/Learning%20Materials/WebBased/LM%20Locate%20the%20Rix%20wiki%20ic
on
Table 65: Learning Material - Web-based - Locate the Rix wiki icon

Name

Locate the image

Responsible partner

ATOS

Description

A web-based learning game that displays several random images and the pupil has
to tap the image that the text is asking for.

Access Link

https://prod.mathisis-project.eu/lm/LM%20Locate%20the%20image/

Deliverable

D5.8 - Description of the interactive whiteboards layer M21 [11]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Frontend/Learning%20Materials/WebBased/LM%20Locate%20the%20image
Table 66: Learning Material - Web-based - Locate the image

Name

Locate the room

Responsible partner

ATOS

Description

A web-based learning game that displays several rooms. The LM ask the pupil to
find one room in particular and the pupil has to tap in the correct one.

Access Link

https://prod.mathisis-project.eu/lm/LM%20Locate%20the%20room/

Deliverable

D5.8 - Description of the interactive whiteboards layer M21 [11]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Frontend/Learning%20Materials/WebBased/LM%20Locate%20the%20room
Table 67: Learning Material - Web-based - Locate the room

Name

Maze

Description

A web-based learning game that displays a maze where there is a mouse in one
point and a cheese in the other. The pupil has to move the mouse tapping on the
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screen to guide it to the cheese.
Access Link

https://prod.mathisis-project.eu/lm/LM%20Maze/

Deliverable

D5.8 - Description of the interactive whiteboards layer M21 [11]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Frontend/Learning%20Materials/WebBased/LM%20Maze
Table 68: Learning Material - Web-based - Maze

Name

Ordering random numbers

Responsible partner

ATOS

Description

A web-based learning game that displays several random numbers and the pupil
has to drag them below in the correct order from min to max.

Access Link

https://prod.mathisis-project.eu/lm/LM%20Ordering%20random%20numbers/

Deliverable

D5.8 - Description of the interactive whiteboards layer M21 [11]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Frontend/Learning%20Materials/WebBased/LM%20Ordering%20random%20numbers
Table 69: Learning Material - Web-based - Ordering random numbers

Name

Pair

Responsible partner

ATOS

Description

A web-based learning game that displays a grid of cards face down. The pupil has
to find a pair of equal cards. Tapping on them will reveal them but only two at the
same time.

Access Link

https://prod.mathisis-project.eu/lm/LM%20Pairs/

Deliverable

D5.8 - Description of the interactive whiteboards layer M21 [11]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Frontend/Learning%20Materials/WebBased/LM%20Pairs
Table 70: Learning Material - Web-based - Pair

Name

Put it in the correct place

Description

A web-based learning game that displays several empty scenarios where the pupil
will be able to drag several elements where they should be.

Access Link

https://prod.mathisisproject.eu/lm/LM%20Put%20it%20in%20the%20correct%20place/

Deliverable

D5.8 - Description of the interactive whiteboards layer M21 [11]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Frontend/Learning%20Materials/WebBased/LM%20Put%20it%20in%20the%20correct
%20place
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Table 71: Learning Material - Web-based - Put it in the correct place

Name

Puzzle

Responsible partner

ATOS

Description

A web-based learning game that displays a bunch of jigsaw puzzle pieces and the
pupil has to drag them to their correct place and finish the puzzle.

Access Link

https://prod.mathisis-project.eu/lm/LM%20Puzzle/

Deliverable

D5.8 - Description of the interactive whiteboards layer M21 [11]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Frontend/Learning%20Materials/WebBased/LM%20Puzzle
Table 72: Learning Material - Web-based - Puzzle

Name

Reorder the sentence

Responsible partner

ATOS

Description

A web-based learning game that displays several buttons that contain words on
them. The pupil has to drag them and form a sentence with them.

Access Link

https://prod.mathisis-project.eu/lm/LM%20Reorder%20the%20sentence/

Deliverable

D5.8 - Description of the interactive whiteboards layer M21 [11]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Frontend/Learning%20Materials/WebBased/LM%20Reorder%20the%20sentence
Table 73: Learning Material - Web-based - Reorder the sentence

Name

Sequences

Responsible partner

ATOS

Description

A web-based learning game that displays several pictures that are a sequence of
an action. The pupil has to drag them to their correct position in chronological
order.

Access Link

https://prod.mathisis-project.eu/lm/LM%20Sequences/

Deliverable

D5.8 - Description of the interactive whiteboards layer M21 [11]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Frontend/Learning%20Materials/WebBased/LM%20Sequences
Table 74: Learning Material - Web-based - Sequences

Name

Simon

Description

A web-based learning game that displays several coloured buttons that play a
sequence with colours and sound. The learner has to imitate that sequence.

Access Link

https://prod.mathisis-project.eu/lm/LM%20Simon/

Deliverable

D5.8 - Description of the interactive whiteboards layer M21 [11]
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Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Frontend/Learning%20Materials/WebBased/LM%20Simon
Table 75: Learning Material - Web-based - Simon

Name

Sort by color

Responsible partner

ATOS

Description

A web-based learning game that displays a bunch of unsorted animals of three
colours. The pupil has to drag every of them to the island of the same colour.

Access Link

https://prod.mathisis-project.eu/lm/LM%20Sort%20by%20color/

Deliverable

D5.8 - Description of the interactive whiteboards layer M21 [11]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Frontend/Learning%20Materials/WebBased/LM%20Sort%20by%20color
Table 76: Learning Material - Web-based - Sort by color

Name

Sort by size

Responsible partner

ATOS

Description

A web-based learning game that displays a bunch of animals of different colours.
The LM will ask the pupil to drag the biggest or the smallest of them and the pupil
has to find the correct one.

Access Link

https://prod.mathisis-project.eu/lm/LM%20Sort%20by%20size/

Deliverable

D5.8 - Description of the interactive whiteboards layer M21 [11]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Frontend/Learning%20Materials/WebBased/LM%20Sort%20by%20size
Table 77: Learning Material - Web-based - Sort by size

Name

Syllables

Responsible partner

ATOS

Description

A web-based learning game that displays an image and the pupil has to find the
syllables that form the name of the image and drag them in correct order.

Access Link

https://prod.mathisis-project.eu/lm/LM%20Syllables/

Deliverable

D5.8 - Description of the interactive whiteboards layer M21 [11]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Frontend/Learning%20Materials/WebBased/LM%20Syllables
Table 78: Learning Material - Web-based - Syllables

Name

What they have in common

Description

A web-based learning game that displays two different images and the pupil has to
guess what they have in common out of several options.
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Access Link

https://prod.mathisisproject.eu/lm/LM%20What%20they%20have%20in%20common/

Deliverable

D5.8 - Description of the interactive whiteboards layer M21 [11]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Frontend/Learning%20Materials/WebBased/LM%20What%20they%20have%20in%20c
ommon
Table 79: Learning Material - Web-based - What they have in common

Name

Which one is the biggest number

Responsible partner

ATOS

Description

A web-based learning game where the pupil needs to pick the biggest or smallest
following the instructions.

Access Link

https://prod.mathisisproject.eu/lm/LM%20which%20one%20is%20the%20biggest%20number/

Deliverable

D5.8 - Description of the interactive whiteboards layer M21 [11]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Frontend/Learning%20Materials/WebBased/LM%20which%20one%20is%20the%20big
gest%20number
Table 80: Learning Material - Web-based – Which one is the biggest number

Name

Collaborative LM

Description

A web-based learning game that can be executed by two learners at the same
time asynchronously. Displays a list of empty boxes and a list of numbers that the
learner must order them by drag and drop to the correct empty box.

Access Link

https://prod.mathisis-project.eu/lm/collaborative_lm/{{easy/medium/hard}}/

Deliverable

D6.4 - Synchronous and asynchronous collaboration among platform agents [16]

Code Link

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/develop/Frontend/Learning%20Materials/WebBased/collaborative_lm/{{easy/medium/hard}}
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3. GitLab and Continuous Integration
As already reported in D7.1 - Integration Strategy and planning [12], the repository used to store
the project code, technical documentation and issue tracking is GitLab. This GitLab repository is
hosted in the ATOS servers and ATOS is in charge of managing the credentials. The access to the
repository is done through https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis.
The core instructions about how to use GitLab by MaTHiSiS developers is in the following Wiki page:
https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/wikis/gitsos.
Gitlab and its git code repository extensively supported the activities related to Continuous
Integration and the issue management tool has been greatly assisting in the planning and
maintenance of the backlog and the reporting of bugs and tasks that need to be done.
As an overview of the work done through GitLab up to the moment of writing this deliverable:
•

1380 commits only to develop branch during 523 days. Average 2.6 commits per day,
contributed by 33 authors.

•

More than 560 Merge Requests have been accepted and deployed on both STAGE and PROD.

•

340 issues closed, 100 issues still open.

Figure 8: Commits to develop branch, excluding merge requests

3.1 Git repository
The MaTHiSiS Git repository is split in branches; the two main branches are “develop” and “master”.
These two branches are protected, which implies that only administrators can publish code, and are
used to store the code that is later deployed in both MaTHiSiS environments, “stage” and
“production”.
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Figure 9: GitLab branch chart

In the GIT repository there are additional branches that developers create for new features or to
solve issues. The procedure followed by developers is: whenever developers are required a new
feature or need to solve an issue, they create a new branch, which is basically a copy of the
repository on that moment, and begin to work on that branch. When they are finished, they create a
merge request (MR) from their branch to the develop branch. The MR needs then to be accepted by
one administrator, who before doing so, must check if there are conflicts, inconsistences, errors or
any other reason for not accepting the MR. The administrator can chat with developers using GIT
comments on MR, in order to clarify any doubt, make a suggestion or even ask for some changes in
the code before accepting the MR. If no problem is found, the merge request is accepted, and the
new code is then merged to the develop branch. Once a MR is accepted, there is also the possibility
to “revert” it, if it is needed, that means to get back to the code before the merge. That usually
happens when the new code causes functionally errors on MaTHiSiS platform that were not detected
before accepting the MR.
The above procedure takes place only when updating stage environment. At this time, developers do
not participate, as the update of production environment is done only by administrators. The
procedure is the same: administrators create a MR to master branch to production, and also
administrators are responsible of accepting them. Administrators also need to check if the merge
does not cause any conflict, incoherency or errors with the existing code on the master branch at
that moment.
The following image explains the internal workflow to process the merge requests:
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Figure 10: MaTHiSiS GitLab workflow

3.2 Jenkins
Apart from GitLab, Continuous Integration in MaTHiSiS is also done using Jenkins
(https://jenkins.io/).
The Jenkins server that is used in MaTHiSiS is hosted in the MaTHiSiS cloud infrastructure and only
the continuous integration team has access to it. Jenkins enables the creation of tasks that execute
the deployment of any component when a GitLab branch has been updated.
In MaTHiSiS, there are tasks for deployment on stage environment, that run whenever a MR is
merged with develop branch, and tasks for production environment, that run whenever a MR is
merged with master branch. Stage tasks run independently from production tasks, in a way that if a
MR is merged to develop branch, only components related to stage tasks are executed, and if a MR is
merged to master branch, only components related to production tasks are executed.
All Jenkins tasks end with a single test that checks if the affected component is up and running.
Jenkins tasks are executed taking into account the component involved on the MR, in a way that
Jenkins just executes the tasks related to the components affected by the MR. In brief, the
configuration in MaTHiSiS Jenkins server is as follows:
•

On Jenkins there is a task per component and per environment. When a MR is accepted into
a branch (develop or master) all related tasks are executed sequentially in order to redeploy
components with the updated code:
o

o
Contract No.: 687772

STAGE/develop tasks:


Each task redeploys their related component, according to its "readme file"
steps. As an example, for the SLA-LG API, Jenkins builds the component´s
code, and deploys the resulting WAR on Tomcat.



Launch the component´s unit test.

PRO/master tasks:
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Update all configuration parameters like IPs or database credentials.



Redeploy the components.



No unit tests are executed

Figure 11: MaTHiSiS list of Jenkins tasks

In stage, there is also a testing job that is expected to run after all others jobs have finished. This
testing job is planned to be called always as the last one, and its objective is to check if all MaTHiSiS
APIs are up and running correctly, after the update and deploy. This Jenkins test job calls a script,
developed in SOAP UI, which makes all API calls following the Dataflow. As the testing script is based
on the Dataflow document, making API calls following the same order and in the same way, it should
be updated whenever the Dataflow document is updated.
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4. Backlog status and future release planning
This section provides an overview of the implementation status of the MaTHiSiS platform according
to the MaTHiSiS backlog, which in essence is the list of requirements in the form of user stories
provided by MaTHiSiS partners and mostly the pilots.

4.1 User stories implementation status in Beta version (M24)
D7.1 - Integration Strategy and planning [12] Section 3.1, contained a list of user stories reflecting
the functionalities planned to be included in the first release, the pre-alpha version in M12 of the
project. D7.2 - MaTHiSiS platform, 1st release [17] Section 3.1 included that list of user stories with
their status by M12. D2.2 - Full Scenarios for all Use Cases [1] included the full set of user stories as
defined by the pilot partners. The fusion of both lists (D7.2 and D2.2) has been serving as the
MaTHiSiS backlog in order to plan and monitor the high level implementation details from all
technical WPs.
The complete backlog has been reworked various times during the second year whose real-time
status can be consulted from the following public link:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1MdeAJkHzgLpLFqCdShq4o9pMrHHIjuSBEjKRd45q2A/edit#gid=2093034562.
Currently a total of 131 User Stories for the backlog. From those, 76 have been successfully done, 26
of them are still in progress and 29 are still not done and planned for the third year. An overview is
provided in the figure below.

Figure 12: MaTHiSiS Backlog status

The complete set of user stories forming the MaTHiSiS backlog is included in Annex 6: The MaTHiSiS
backlog status M24 with the updated status of implementation up to M24. Any user stories whose
status is “In progress” or “Not done” will be implemented in year 3.

4.2 Future release planning
Even though a lot has been accomplished during the second year, there is a lot of work ahead and
the technical partners will continue working on the new functionality as reflected by the user stories
that have not been done yet and are scheduled for the next release, Release Candidate, as stated in
Section 4.1 above. During the first half of the third year, the technical partners will be working
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towards the preparation of the Release Candidate version in M30 which will be used for the Real
Life pilots. Any bug fixing and improvements to that release will be included in the Final version in
M36 by the end of the project.
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5. Conclusion
This current deliverable provided an overview of all the bits and pieces forming the second and
complete release of the MaTHiSiS platform, with all the main functionalities in place. It also reflected
the considerable work done in WP7 during the second year and more specifically dedicated in T7.3
Integration of the final platform where the current deliverable refers to, which involved Continuous
Integration of all components and software, day to day maintenance of the staging and production
cloud infrastructures, databases, code repository, revision and acceptance of merge requests,
deployments to stage and production, maintenance of the MaTHiSiS backlog, tracking of issues on
GitLab, planning of releases and sprints, organisation and execution of weekly Scrum meetings,
communication and support to pilot partners during the driver and assisted pilots, among other
tasks.
The Beta version of the platform has a quite mature frontend in place, very well accepted by the end
users. The backend components are well integrated and on the platform agent side the has been
significant improvement of the new software provided during the assisted pilots, together with the
vast variety of learning materials to support the pilots execution. Through task T7.4 Testing,
optimization and validation which has been active since the second half of the second year, and the
relevant deliverable D7.4 Platform validation reports M24 [19], testing, optimisation and validation
has already been ongoing. During the third year the focus will be on the improvement of all aspects
of the platform, feature and performance wise and ensuring that the rest of the user stories from the
Backlog that still need to be done will be implemented. The main goal is to deliver the Release
Candidate version by the first half of the third year to the Real Life pilots and have a final version,
well tested and optimised by the end of the project.
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7. Annex 1: BP1 Dataflow: The Learning Experience
process
This annex includes the detailed code level dataflow reflecting the exchange of data from the APIs in
order to satisfy BP1 – The Learning Experience Process as described in section 3.4.1 of D2.4 - Full
System Architecture [2]. This dataflow has been used from the developers and integrators / testers
in order to develop and integrate the relevant components.

7.1 Step 0 – Installation and initialization of client-side components
OS-dependent versions of an installer are provided with the MaTHiSiS platform (Windows 7,
Windows 8/10 and for the ES PA, Ubuntu Linux).

1- Installation of Sensorial Component (ES Client for SC – on desktops)
•
•

A cross-platform (or in the worst case, OS-dependent versions) installer will be provided
with the MaTHiSiS platform for installing the SC on desktops (or other resource-rich
devices).
After the installation of the SC is complete, the user is prompted to use his credentials
and log in. The following message is sent to the ES Server:
{
"command": "AUTHENTICATION",
“type”: “SC”,
“username”: {MaTHiSiS_username}
“password”: {MaTHiSiS_password}
}

•

•

The ES Server confirms authentication of the user with the user API (POST
/api/users/auth)
o Note: this is subject to change, based on the authentication scheme that will be
eventually chosen.
Based on the API’s response, the ES Server responds to the SC ES client:

{
"command": "AUTHENTICATION",
“status”: “SUCCESS | FAIL”
“message”: “None|Wrong username|Wrong password”
}

•

Given the authentication is successful (if wrong, keep requesting for authentication), the
user then has to assign a name and venue to the new SC.
o ES Server requests a list of currently declared venues from the venues API (GET
/api/common/venues) – prerequisite: have the venue declared first from the
web interface.
o It forwards them to the SC ES Client through the ES client-ES server web socket
(as are/returned from previous call from the cloud), which displays (simple
interface) the list of venue names to the user, and the user selects a
corresponding venue.
o FUTURE IMPLEMENTATIONS: filter which venues the user is allowed to
see/access
o After that, a text box is presented, where the user is prompted to assign a name
to the SC being installed.
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•

This information is passed to the ES server (web socket),

{
"command": "INSTALLATION",
“type”: “SC”,
"sc_name" : “string”,
"venue_id": “{id_venue}”
}

•

Which creates a new entry
/api/sc/sensorialcomponent) .

in

the

database

for

the

SC

(POST

{
"sc_name": "string",
"venue_id" : "{id_venue}"
}

•

The SC API checks if the given SC name is already in use and responds depending:
o If SC name already exists in the DB: SC API sends an error, which the ES Server
passes to the client to keep requesting for other SC names
{
"command": "INSTALLATION",
“status”: “FAIL”
"message ": "Name already in use.",
}

o

If the SC name doesn’t exist: SC API sends an OK (200) status, with the id of the
newly created SC as an entity (along with the other SC information, for
reference).

{
“_id”: {sc_id},
"sc_name": {provided sc name},
"venue_id" : "{id_venue}"
}

•

The ES server forwards this message from the newly created entry back to the SC, which
stores it in local memory for future reference.

{
"command": "INSTALLATION",
“_id”: {sc_id},
"sc_name" : {declared_sc_name},
"venue_id": {id_venue}
}

2- Installation of ES Client for PAs – desktop, mobile
•

•

•

After the software installation is complete (or after the ES Client is started), the user is
prompted to use his credentials in order to log-in, process similar to the installation of
the SC.
o Any included LMs are installed as well.
The user can create a new PA locally from a provided interface. The user then has to
assign a name, categories and identifier LAO categories to the new PA (similar to the
current web-side installation). The PA’s details can be edited from both the ES API and
the MaTHiSiS Front-End.
Upon creation, the Platform Agent’s details are passed to the ES server,
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{
“command”: "INSTALLATION",
“type”: “PA”,
"name": "string",
"laoCategories ": […],
"identifier_lao_categories ": […]
}

•

ES Server creates a new entry in the database for the PA (POST
/api/PA/platformagents).
{
"name": "string",
"laoCategories ": […],
"identifier_lao_categories ": […]
}

•

Similarly to the SC declaration, the PA API must check if the PA name sent is currently
under use on the DB, and
o If it exists, PA API sends a Bad Request (400) status to the ES server, to keep
requesting for other PA names, with the following json in the entity:
{
“_id”: {pa_id},
"message ": "Name already in use.",
}

o

ES Server forwards this information to the ES Client:

{
"command": "INSTALLATION",
“status”: “FAIL”
"message ": "Name already in use.",
}

o

If it doesn’t exist, PA API sends a OK (200) status to the ES server, with the id of
the newly created PA as an entity (along with the other PA information, for
reference).

{
“_id”: {pa_id},
"name": {provided pa name},
"laoCategories ": […],
"identifier_lao_categories ": […]
}

o

The ES server forwards this message from the newly created entry back to the ES
Client of the PA, which stores it in local memory and storage for future reference
through the web socket interface.

{
"command": "INSTALLATION",
“status”: “SUCCESS”
“_id”: {pa_id},
"name": {provided pa name},
"laoCategories ": […],
"identifier_lao_categories ": […]
}

3- Opening the ES Client for PA
•

The user is prompted to log-in using his credentials, as before. Upon successful
authentication, the ESServer communicates the following information to the ES Client:
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{
"command": "AUTHENTICATION",
“status”: “SUCCESS | FAIL”,
“message”: “None|Wrong username|Wrong password”,
“user_path”: “string”,
“user_token”: “string”
}

•

After the ES Client acknowledges it’s successful authentication, it sends back to the
ESServer it’s details (that are stored in a local file on the disk with the same format):
{
"command": "LAUNCHING",
“_id”: {pa_id},
"name": {provided pa name},
"laoCategories ": […],
"identifier_lao_categories ": […]
}

•

The ES Server performs a GET api/PA/platformagents/{id_pa} to check if the PA was
modified from the web interface.
o If a PA is removed from the cloud via the web interface (an error 404 not found
would be the response of the aforementioned call), the ES Server sends a
message to the client, which triggers the client to prompt the user to reinstall the
PA.
{
"command": "LAUNCHING",
“status”: “FAIL”
"message ": "This platform agent is not installed on the MaTHiSiS
cloud.",
}

•

In any other case, even If a PA is edited in the web-interface, the ES Server sends to the
client a message with the PA details (other old or new). The PA ES Client updates its
locally stored details.
{
"command": "LAUNCHING",
“status”: “SUCCESS”,
"name": {provided pa name},
"laoCategories ": […],
"identifier_lao_categories ": […]
}

•

EDIT PA BUTTON: If the PA is edited locally, then the locally stored details must be
updated and then sent to the ES Server
{
"command": "UPDATE",
“type”: “PA”,
“_id”: {pa_id},
"name": {provided pa name},
"laoCategories ": […],
"identifier_lao_categories ": […]
}

•

The ES Server then performs a PUT /api/PA/platformagents/{id_pa} with the new
details (i.e. everything from above, except the “command” field). If PA exists, PA API
sends a Bad Request (400) status to the ES server, to keep requesting for other PA
names, with the following json in the entity:
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{
“_id”: {pa_id},
"message ": "Name already in use.",
}

Else, send an OK (200)
Coupling with an ES SC Client:
•
•

From a dropdown list, the user can choose an active venue (ES Server will request the list
of venues from the cloud and send the info to LM launcher, same as before in the SC
installation).
Upon choosing venue (ES Client sends a command to ES Server),
{
“command”: 'CHOSEN_VENUE',
"venue_id" : "{id_venue}"
}

•

A new list opens on the ES Client interface that shows the SCs that are active (running
and logged on to MaTHiSiS) and that belong to the chosen venue. (ES Server searches the
sensorialComponents API, filters per venue and sends the list of active SCs to the ES
Client)
{
“command”: 'AVAILABLE_SCs',
"sensorialcomponents" : [
“sc_id”: "{id_sc}",
“sc_name”: “{sensorial_name}”
}

•

The user chooses a SC. The ES Client sends to the ES Server the SC details
{
"command": "CHOSEN_SC",
“sc_id”: {id_sc}
}

•

The ES Server then requests info about the sensors available (at the moment) for this SC
(e.g. plugged-in cameras etc.)
{
"command": "REQUEST_SENSORS",
}

•

The ES Client responds with list of available sensors
{
"command": "HAVE_SENSORS",
“sensors”: {a JSON object per sensor. Includes name and id}
}

•

Example:
{
"command": "HAVE_SENSORS",
“sensors”: {
"kinect": 1,
"webcameras": ["Microsoft\u00ae LifeCam HD-5000", "Creative Senz3D
VF0780"],
"nao": [{"ip": "195.XXX.XXX.3", "name": "Athena"}]
}
o }

•

•

SENSOR BUTTONS: The user interface allows the user to choose the sensors to be used from
the aforementioned list of available sensors and sends the information to the ES Server, who
sends it back to the SC.
MODALITY BUTTONS: The user interface allows the user to choose the modalities
(supported by chosen sensors) to use for the following learning session.
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•

START BUTTON: The last two pieces of info are sent to the ES Server on START, along
with the SC id and other info
{
“command”: “START”,
“pa_id”: {id_pa},
“sc_id”: {id_sc},
“venue_id”: {id_venue},
“sensors”: {}, // object listing different sensors
"modality”: {}, // object listing different modalities and indication
if active with Boolean True|False. Modality options FOR DESKTOP: gaze,
face, skeleton, sound – can be different, no restriction, esp. for mobile
“recording”: True|False //boolean
}

•

Example:
{
“command”: “START”,
“recording”: False,
“venue_id”: “582b05a15bcdb41fe02bc10f”,
“sc_id”: “59b7add9f1d4653ed339099a”,
“modality”: {
“gaze”: True, “face”: True, “skeleton”: True, “sound”: False
},
“sensors”: {
“webcam”: “Creative Senz3D VF0780”, “Kinect”: True, “nao”: True
},
“pa_id”: “59b7afc1f1d46567887ddaa8”
}

•

Since now a PA and a SC have been coupled, the ES Server passes the chosen sensor
information to the chosen SC for the current setting/coupling/learning session-to-be
{
“command”: “CHOSEN_SENSORS”,
“sensors”: {}, // object listing different sensors
"modality”: {}, // object listing different modalities and indication
if active with Boolean True|False. Modality options FOR DESKTOP: gaze,
face, skeleton, sound – can be different, no restriction, esp. for mobile
“recording”: True|False //boolean
}

•

Example:
{
“command”: “CHOSEN_SENSORS”,
“recording”: False,
“modality”: {
“gaze”: True, “face”: True, “skeleton”: True, “sound”: False
},
“sensors”: {
“webcam”: “Creative Senz3D VF0780”, “Kinect”: True, “nao”: True
},
}

The ES Server maintains the PA-SC coupling locally (on memory) and waits for a session
to start with this PA to attach the PA-SC couple to the running learning session.

4- Opening the ES Client for SC
•

The user is prompted to log-in using his credentials. Upon successful authentication, the
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ESServer communicates the following information to the ES Client:
{
"command": "AUTHENTICATION",
“status”: “SUCCESS | FAIL”,
“message”: “None|Wrong username|Wrong password”,
“user_path”: “string”,
“user_token”: “string”
}

•

After the ES Client acknowledges it’s successful authentication, it sends back to the
ESServer it’s details (that are stored in a local file on the disk with the same format):
{
"command": "LAUNCHING",
“_id”: {sc_id},
"sc_name": {provided sc name},
"venue_id ": {venue_id}
}

•

The ES Server performs a GET api/sc /{sc_id} to check if the PA was modified from the
web interface.
o If the SC does not exist on the cloud (an error 404 not found would be the
response of the aforementioned call), the ES Server sends a message to the
client, which triggers the client to prompt the user to reinstall the SC.
{
"command": "LAUNCHING",
“status”: “FAIL”
"message ": "This sensorial component is not installed on the MaTHiSiS
cloud.",
}

•

In any other case, the ES Server sends to the client a message with the details of the SC.
The ES SC Client updates its locally stored details.
{
"command": "LAUNCHING",
“status”: “SUCCESS”,
“_id”: {sc_id},
"sc_name": {provided sc name},
"venue_id ": {venue_id}
}

7.2 Step 1 – Learning Experience Initialization
The user connected must have rights to set up a learning session

7.2.1 1- Select who will participate
● LES asks LPR API for the list of learners (GET /api/lpr/profiles)
Swagger: http://stage:8080/api/lpr/ui/
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{
"username": "string",
"user_id": "string",
"favorite_platformagent": "{id_pa}", // NOT IN THE FIRST VERSION
...
}

●

The user selects the set of learners (1 or more) that will participate using the front-end (LES)

7.2.2 2- Select which learning environment
●
●

LES asks Common API for the list of learning environments (GET /api/common/venues)
swagger http://stage:8080/api/common/ui/
The user selects the learning environment using the front-end (LES)

7.2.3 3- Select which PA

● LES gets the list of PAs from the learning environment. (GET /api/PA/
platformagents)

{
"_id": {pa_id}
"identifier_lao_categories": [...],
"laoCategories": [...],
"name": {pa_name}
}

●
●

FUTURE IMPLEMENTATION: LES auto selects for each learner his/her favorite PA if this PA is
available
The user adjusts the selection of PA for each learner, using the front-end (LES). The user can
only select available PAs.

7.2.4 4- Select which learning experience (i.e. unpersonalized LG + its materialization)
●

LES asks LG API for the list of LGs (GET /api/lg/getLGs)
o future version will only send LGs accessible to the user (access rights)

{
"lgs": [
{
"lg_id": {lg_id},
"lg_name": {lg_name}
},
...
]
}

●

The user selects the LG that each learners will work with, using the front-end (LES) (GET
/api/lg/getLG?id={lg_id} - can optionally pass &label={lg_label} for cross-reference – a
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mismatch between LG retrieved by id and the label will result in an error message)
{
"_id" : "{lg_id}"
"mode" : "NORMAL",
"lg_name" : "{lg_name}",
"lg_descr": "string",
"creator_id": {creator_id},
"created" : "{date/time}",
"last_modified" : "{date/time}",
"vertices" : [
{
"label" : "{vertex_name}",
"type" : "SLA",
"_id" : "{vertex_id}"),
"_type" : "vertex"
},
{
"label" : "{vertex_name}",
"type" : "LEARNING_GOAL",
"_id" :"{vertex_id}"),
"_type" : "vertex"
},
...
],
"edges" : [
{
"weight" : "{edge_weight}",
"_id" : "{enumeration}",
"_type" : "edge",
"_outV" : "{outward_vertex_id}",
"_inV" : "{inward_vertex_id}",
"_label" : "default"
},
...
]
}

7.2.5 5- Start
●
●

The user pushes the start button in the front-end (LES)
LES initializes the learning sessions by creating a new learning session per learner (POST
/api/LS/learningSessions)
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{
"_id": "",
"start_date": "{date/time}",
"status": "LAUNCHING",
"learner": "{id_learner}",
"tutor": "{id_tutor}",
"venue": "{id_learning_environment}",
"associated_platform_agent": "{id_pa}"
“associated_sensorial_component”: "", // not given yet
"learning_graph": "{id_lg}", // we keep this one just in case
"learning_graph_personalized": "", // not given
"current_learning_action": "",
"current_learning_material": "",
"affective_state_probs": [ 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 ],
"performance_status": 0.0 // [0,1]
}

● The Learning Session lib sends an initialization trigger for the session, for this PA, to the ES
Server (POST /api/es/session)
{
"command": "INITIALIZATION",
"learner": "{id_learner}",
"session": "{id_session}"
“pa_id”: “{pa_id}”
}

• The ES Server retrieves the coupling between a SC and a PA (LM launcher), internally
stored after the initialization of the two clients (see step 0)
• The ES server fills in the sensorial component id field with the id of the SC used for
the PA chosen on the current learning session (PUT /api/LS/learningSessions/{id_session})
{
"_id": "",
"start_date": "{date/time}",
"status": "LAUNCHING",
"learner": "{id_learner}",
"tutor": "{id_tutor}",
"venue": "{id_learning_environment}",
"associated_platform_agent": "{id_pa}"
“associated_sensorial_component”: “{id_sc}”
"learning_graph": "{id_lg}", // we keep this one just in case
"learning_graph_personalized": "", // not given
"current_learning_action": "",
"current_learning_material": "",
"affective_state_probs": [ 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 ],
"performance_status": 0.0 // [0,1]
}

• The Learning Session lib starts the Learning Experience Loop for each posted "LAUNCHING"
session by:
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o

Ensuring that a LGI is available for each learner. This step is the one that ensure that we have
the initial SLAI weights, either it's the first time we use them or not. If the LGI is created (no
prior version), the SLAI weights are initialized with 0.3. Else, we have the SLAI weights of the
previous learning session.
▪ First, we get the LGI for the learner if it exists (GET /api/lg/getLGI?lgi_id={id_lgi})
▪ If it not exists, we create it (POST /api/lg/postLGI)
▪ Needs to pass a JSON containing at least the mandatory fields, marked with (*)
below. Returns an LGI schema, as exemplified below.
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{
"_id" : "{lgi_id}"
"mode" : "NORMAL",
*"lg_id" : "{lg_id}",
*"lg_name" : "{lg_name}",
*"learner_id" : "{learner_id}",
"created" : "{date/time}",
"last_modified" : "{date/time}",
*"vertices" : [
{
"weight" : "{vertex_weight}", // when omitted, initialized to 0.3
*"label" : "{vertex_name}",
*"type" : "SLA",
*"_id" : "{vertex_id}"),
"_type" : "vertex"
},
{
"weight" : "{vertex_weight}",
*"label" : "{vertex_name}",
*"type" : "LEARNING_GOAL",
"_id" :"{vertex_id}"),
"_type" : "vertex"
},
...
],
*"edges" : [
{
*"weight" : "{edge_weight}",
"_id" : "{enumeration}",
"_type" : "edge",
*"_outV" : "{outward_vertex_id}",
*"_inV" : "{inward_vertex_id}",
"_label" : "default"
},
...
]
}

o

▪ Keeps the LGI id to use it during the next step.
Updates
the
learning
session
object
to
/api/LS/learningSessions/{id_session})
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{
"_id": "",
"start_date": "{date/time}",
"status": "LAUNCHING",
"learner": "{id_learner}",
"tutor": "{id_tutor}",
"venue": "{id_learning_environment}",
"associated_platform_agent": "{id_pa}"
“associated_sensorial_component”: “{id_sc}”
"learning_graph": "{id_lg}", // we keep this one just in case
"learning_graph_personalized": "{id_lgi }",
"current_learning_action": "",
"current_learning_material": "",
"affective_state_probs": [ 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 ],
"performance_status": 0.0 // [0,1]
}

o

Call the DSS to start the personalization:
o FUTURE IMPLEMENTATION: Convert this to a REST call

./DSS_start_personalization.sh {id_session}

▪

This script is specific to the Learning Session lib and contains:

#!/bin/sh
cd path_to_the_DSSlib_on_the_ATOS_VM
python -c "from DSS import DSS; DSS.start_personalization( \"$1\" )"

7.3 Step 2 – Learning Experience Loop
●

7.3.1 Personalization

DSS needs only the session id as all information can be retrieved using it (GET
/api/LS/learningSessions/{session_id})

{
"_id": "{id_session}",
"learner": "{id_learner}",
"learning_graph_personalized": "{id_lgi }",
...
}

●

DSS gets all SLAI ids from the LGI (GET /api/lg/getSLAIs?id={id_lgi })
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{
"learner_id": {learner_id},
"lgi_id": {lgi_id},
"lg_id": {lg_id},
"lg_name": {lg_name},
"slais": [
{
"slai_id":"{slai_id}",
"sla_id":"{sla_id}",
"sla_name":"{sla_name}"
},
...
]
}

●
●

DSS retrieves the previous performance for the SLA (if that exists in the dssHistoricalValues)
DSS gets the current SLAI weights (GET /api/sla/getSLAI?id={id_slai})
{
"_id" : "{SLAI_id}",
"LEARNER_ID" : "{LEARNER_id}",
"SLA_ID" : "{SLA_id}",
"SLAI_WEIGHT" : "{slai_weight in [0.0,1.0]}",
"SLA_NAME" : "{SLA_name}",
"LAST_MODIFIED" : "{date/time}",
"CREATED" : "{date/time}"
}

●

●
●
●
●

DSS compute the new SLAI weights
● DSS
updates
all
the
SLAI
weights
(POST
/api/sla/updateSLAIweight?id={id_slai}&sid={id_session}, with an input string containing just the
weight, e.g. 0.6)
● SLAlib posts a historical record of the SLAIs
When
everything
is
done,
the
DSS
triggers
the
LGE
(GET
api/lg/updateLGI?id={id_lgi}&sid={id_session})
LGE computes the new LGI vertex weights considering the whole LGI
LGE posts a historical record of all SLAIs in the LGI with the tag “LGE_PERSONALISATION” (changed to
“LGE_ADAPTATION” from sub-step 4 and on).
LGE posts a historical record of the LGI with the tag “LGE_PERSONALISATION” (changed to
“LGE_ADAPTATION” from sub-step 4 and on).
● LGE
calls
the
EE
to
materialize
the
LAM
(POST
/api/LS/learningSessions/{id_session}/materialize)
o FUTURE IMPLEMENTATION: the materialize call contains in its body, instead
of an empty body as it is now, rather the list of prioritized LAs
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{
"session_id": "{id_session}",
"current_learning_actions": [
{
“_id”: {learning_action_id},
“name”: {learning_action_name},
“weight”: “string” // in [0,1]
},
{...},
{...},
]
}

●

EE asks for the learning session information (GET /api/LS/learningSessions/{session_id})
{
"_id": "",
"start_date": "{date/time}",
"status": "RUNNING",
"learner": "{id_learner}",
"tutor": "{id_tutor}",
"venue": "{id_learning_environment}",
"associated_platform_agent": "{id_pa}"
“associated_sensorial_component”: “{id_sc}”
"learning_graph": "{id_lg}",

// we keep this one just in case

"learning_graph_personalized": "{id_ilg}"
"current_learning_action": "",
"current_learning_material": "",
"affective_state_probs": [ 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 ],
"performance_status": 0.0

// in [0,1]

}

●

●

●

●
●

EE asks the LPR API for the learners profile information used by the LAM (GET
/api/lpr/profiles/{id_learner})
o Only disabilities stored in the learner's profile are used to derive the LAO category of the
learner (cf. D3.5 for LAO categories)
EE asks the PA API for the platform agents information used by the LAM (GET
/api/PA/platformagents/{id_pa})
o Only LAO categories stored per PA are used (cf. D3.5 for LAO categories)
EE asks the Common API for the learning environment information used by the LAM (GET
/api/common/venues/{id_venue})
o Only LAO categories stored per learning environment are used (cf. D3.5 for LAO categories)
Beta version: The EE has received a listed of weighted Las from the LGE through the materialize call
Alpha version only: The EE calculates the weights of the LAs locally
o Highest weight will be the best LA
o Get the SLAI of the LGI of this learner (GET /api/lg/getSLAs?id={id_lg})
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{
"lg_id": {lg_id},
"lg_name": {lg_name},
"slas": [
{
"sla_name": {sla_name},
"sla_id": {slai_id},
},
…
]
}

o

Get all LAs for each of
/api/sla/getSLAs?id={id_sla})

the

SLAs

from

the

step

(GET

algorithm

(GET

previous

{
"LEARNING_ACTIONS" : [
{
"LA_NAME" : "{LA_name}",
"_id" : "{LA_id}",
"RELATION_DEGREE" : "1.0"
},
….
],
}

●

EE asks the LA API for
/api/LA/LearningActions/{id_la})

the

information

needed

by

the

{
...
"materialization" : { "content": "{lam_data}", ... }
...
}

●

EE computes the difficulty level depending on the priority of the best LA
3 levels: 0 < hard <= 0.33 < medium <= 0.66 < easy <= 1.0

●

EE chooses the next LM by executing the LAM for each learner of the session.
Check the conditions using information from:
- learner
- learning environment
- PA
- difficulty

Also choose the LM identifier for the PA used by the learner. The EE compares the LM identifier
"lao_categories" field with the categories of the PA and looks for a match. If there is no match
between the PA categories and LM identifiers categories, we need to look for a new learning material
for the best Learning Action. (Not present in the driver pilots)
The PA "identifier_lao_categories" field is represented as the following:
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{
"identifier_lao_categories": [ "{identifier_lao_category1}", ... ],
"laoCategories": ["{lao_category1}", ... ],
...
}

●

EE asks the LM API for the learning materials information (GET /api/LM/LearningMaterials/{id_lm})
{
...
"lao_categories": [ "{lao_category1}", ... ]
"identifiers": [
{
"lao_categories": [ "{lao_category1}", ... ],
"application_locator": "{application location}",
"application_installer": "{installer location}",
"support_key_moments": {True|False}
},
...
]
}

●

EE updates the learning session, at this step only the current LA and the current LM (PUT
/api/LS/learningSessions/{id_session})
{
...
"current_learning_action": "{id_current_la}",
"current_learning_material": "{id_current_lm}",
"current_learning_material_identifier": "{identifier_data}"
}

● The EE passes information (relevant to the materialization of the selected LM) to the ES
Server: POST /api/es/session
{
"command": "START|STOP",
"learner": "{id_learner}",
"current_learning_action": "{id_current_la}",
"current_learning_material": "{id_current_lm}",
"current_learning_material_identifier" : {
"application_locator" : "lm_object2card_gr.1",
"lao_categories" : ["...", "...", "..."],
"support_key_moments" : true|false
},
"session": "{id_session}"
"associated_platform_agent": "{id_pa}"
“associated_sensorial_component”: “{id_sc}”
}

● This command is then forwarded by the ES Server to the appropriate LM Launcher AND the
appropriate SC, based on the corresponding pa_id and associated_sensorial_component id. The ES
Server will additionally add the information of the type of learner (based on MaTiSiS use cases,
retrieved by the user API: /api/common/users/{id_user}) and forward the following message:
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{
"command": "START|STOP|INTERRUPT ",
"learner": "{id_learner}",
"learner_type": "{ASC|PMLDC|MEC|CGDLC|ITC}",
"current_learning_action": "{id_current_la}",
"current_learning_material": "{id_current_lm}",
"current_learning_material_identifier" : {
"application_locator" : "lm_object2card_gr.1",
"lao_categories" : ["...", "...", "..."],
"support_key_moments" : true|false
},
"session": "{id_session}"
"associated_platform_agent": "{id_pa}"
“associated_sensorial_component”: “{id_sc}”}
}

• The ES PA Client, executes the selected LM, with the information about the user token and
path as parameters (retrieved in step 0 during client launching).
• At each key moment, the LM sends an xAPI statement to the ES Server (POST /api/es/xAPI)
with the user’s own token and path as X-User-Token and X-User-Path headers respectively and a
body as follows:
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{
"command": "xAPI",
"actor":{
"name":"{actor_name}",
"type":"{type_of_user_eg_Learner}",
"mbox":"mailto:sally@example.com"
},
"result":{
"completion":{true/false}, //Boolean
"score":{
"scaled":"{value from min to max (currently, 0 to 1)}", //float
"min"= 0, //float
"max"= 1 //float
},
"success":{true/false}, // Boolean
"time_needed":{time

used

to

complete

the

activity

(optional)}

//integer
},
"timestamp":"{date/time in unixtime format}", //String
"verb":{
"display":{
"en-US":"initialized"
},
"id":"http:\/\/adlnet.gov\/expapi\/verbs\/initialized"
},
"context":{
"location":"Location type id",
"learner_id": "{learner_id}",
"session_id": "{session_id}
"key_moment":{true/false} //Boolean
},
"object":{
"definition":{
"name":{
"en-US":"Find the Shape"
}
},
"id":””,
"activity type":"interaction"
}
}

•

The ES Server forwards it to the IPA api, along with the X-User-Token and X-User-Path
headers. (POST /api/ipa/api/get_xapi/)
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"actor":{
"name":"{actor_name}",
"type":"{type_of_user_eg_Learner}",
"mbox":"mailto:sally@example.com"
},
"result":{
"completion":"{true/false}",
"score":{
"scaled":"{value from min to max (currently, 0 to 1)}",
"min"="0",
"max"="1"
},
"success":"{true/false}",
"time_needed":{time used to complete the activity (optional)}

"timestamp":"{date/time in unixtime format}",
},
"verb":{
"display":{
"en-US":"initialized"
},
"id":"http:\/\/adlnet.gov\/expapi\/verbs\/initialized"
},
"context":{
"location":"Location type id",
"learner_id": "{learner_id}",
"session_id": "{session_id}
"key_moment":"{true/false}"
},
"object":{
"definition":{
"name":{
"en-US":"Find the Shape"
}
},
"id":{},
"activity_type":"interaction"
}
}

•

IPA authenticates the request (fall-back “/checkpermissions” validation test is enough) and
sends the key moment and session id and the feature vector (if available) to the AIR lib (POST
/api/airlib/api/ipa/). If “key_moment” is set to true, the AIR lib triggers the adaptation loop.
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{
"affect_label_probs": [ [
{Boredom probability},
{Engagement probability},
{Frustration probability}
] ],
"affect_labels": [
{Affect label with highest probability}
],
"features": [ [
{Relative time},
{Average of correct answers},
{Average of wrong answers},
{Average of skipped questions},
{Competence: SLA weights (average)}
] ],
"learner_id": {Learner identifier},
"sensor_num": "1",
"sensors_type": ["IPA"],
"session_id": {Session identifier},
"timestamp": {Timestamp of the interaction}
}

● The AIRlib requests sensor data through the ES Server: (GET
/api/es/sensors/{session_id}).
● The ES Server retrieves the appropriate SC for this session from the LS api (GET
/api/LS/learningsessions/{id_session} and forwards this request to the SC
{
"command": "SENSOR_DATA"
"learner_id": "{id_learner}",
"session_id": "{id_session}",

}

•

The SC replies to the ES Server with the sensor data:
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{
"command": "SENSOR_DATA",
"affect_label_probs": [ //an array with 3 values in [o, 1] per affect label
[0.0, 1.0, 0.0],
[1.0, 0.0, 0.0]
],
"affect_labels":
["Engagement",
Engagement|Boredom|Frustration

"Boredom"],

//acceptable:

"sensors_type": ["skeleton", "audio"], //acceptable: face|skeleton|audio|gaze
"features": [ //input format undecided, currently dummy
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6],
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]
],
"learner_id": "{id_learner}",
"sensor_num": "2", //
"session_id": "{id_session}",
"timestamp": "2017-08-30 10:07:02.2446649"
“features_mobile” : [] // Only for mobile
}

•
•

The ES Server attaches the session_id and the learner_id and forwards it to the AIRlib as
follows:
(POST /api/airlib/api/mmf/)

{
"affect_label_probs": [ //an array with 3 values in [o, 1] per affect label
[0.0, 1.0, 0.0],
[1.0, 0.0, 0.0]
],
"affect_labels":
["Engagement",
Engagement|Boredom|Frustration

"Boredom"],

//acceptable:

"sensors_type": ["skeleton", "audio"], //acceptable: face|skeleton|audio|gaze
"features": [ //input format undecided, currently dummy
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6],
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]
],
"learner_id": "{id_learner}",
"sensor_num": "2", //
"session_id": "{id_session}",
"timestamp": "2017-08-30 10:07:02.2446649"
“features_mobile” : [] // Only for mobile
}

●

AIR lib does the multimodal fusion.
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●

●

AIR lib updates the learning session with the new affect states and performance (PUT
/api/LS/learningSessions/{session_id})
o For the first version, only the score is being used as performance value (instead of having
learning analytics).
o Beta version: score, time spent, key presses and mouse movements will determine
performance
When the AIR lib detects both performance feedback (from the xAPIs) and affect states it calls the
DSS (FUTURE IMLPEMENTATION: convert to REST call):
./DSS_start_adaptation.sh {id_session}

o

This script is specific to the AIR lib and contains:

#!/bin/sh
cd path_to_the_DSSlib_on_the_ATOS_VM
python -c "from DSS import DSS; DSS.start_adaptation( \"$1\" )"

7.3.2 Adaptation
●

●

From this point, the process should follow the same flow as with personalization (cf. 1personalization) as all components communicate using the LGI/SLAI. If the DSS needs to access the
history of the SLAI weights, it can be done through the runtime LGI and SLAI queries (GET
/api/lg/getLGIs/rtm?id={lgi_runtime_instance_id}
)
,
(GET
/api/sla/getSLAIs/rtm?id="{slai_runtime_instance_id}”). In both cases, a learner id filter can be
added to the query (&uid="{id_learner})" and/or a session id filter (&sid="{id_session}").
o For the adaptation, we filter SLAs where the current LA is involved. This is done by the DSS.
Currently, the DSS performs this SLA seeking based on the current LA as the corresponding
SLAs are not available in the LS
The DSS updates a historical record of the affective states and performance (score) on the DB that
was the following format:
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{
“learner”: {learner_id},
"sla": "{id_sla}",
[
"sla_weight_adaptation": "0.4"
{
"affect_state":
{
"boredom probability",
"frustration probability"
"engagement probability"
}
"sla_weight_personalization": "0.4"
{
"Performance": {value}
}
…
]
…
}

•
•
•
•

At the LGE level, as with the personalization process, the DSS and the LGE only communicate
through the LGI/SLAI.
At the EE level, as with the personalization process, the EE only uses the LGI/SLAI
At the last stage of the adaptation, the EE decides which LA & LM is suitable for the learner,
based on the new weights of the LG.
The EE forwards the new LA & LM to the ES PA Client, through the ESServer with a start
command:

{
"command": "START|STOP",
"learner": "{id_learner}",
"current_learning_action": "{id_current_la}",
"current_learning_material": "{id_current_lm}",
"current_learning_material_identifier" : {
"application_locator" : "lm_object2card_gr.1",
"lao_categories" : ["...", "...", "..."],
"support_key_moments" : true|false
},
"session": "{id_session}"
"associated_platform_agent": "{id_pa}"
“associated_sensorial_component”: “{id_sc}”
}

7.3.3 End
●

●

No end condition has been pedagogically defined yet. Under discussion to discuss whether
and when the system will need to stop a Learning Session/entire Experience automatically
(e.g. when all nodes in LGI reach 1, when they reach a tutor-selected threshold, etc).
Alpha: end of experience is manually defined by the user of the LES.
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7.4 Step 3/2.1 - Learning Experience Monitoring
7.4.1 1- Visualization of current status, progress, interaction timeline, average time
●

Front-end (LES) asks:
The Learning Sessions API to retrieve information for a chosen learning session (GET
/api/LS/learningSessions/{id_session})
o Through the "View Status" button the following list of information is displayed ((directly
available from the previous request):
o Learning Session ID
o Learning Environment
o Platform Agent
o Status
o Start Date
o Information per learner: Name, current LA, current LM, current affect state (3
possible affects states with confidence levels), current LGI/SLAI states displayed
on a weighted graph.
● The supervisor can reset a Learning session through the front-end (LES), by clicking on the
Reset button. This will reset the SLA weight of the LGInstance (GET
api/lg/resetLGI?id={id_lgi})
● At any time, the supervisor can stop a learning session through the front-end (LES) by
clicking the stop button:
o
o

The LES triggers the termination of the learning session (POST
/api/LS/learningSessions/{id_session}/finalize/stop)
The Learning Session’s API “Finalize” method calls the EE for the finalization of the
Session
./EE_finalize_script.sh {id_session} + "stop"

o

EE sends a command to the ES Server:

{
"command": "STOP",
"learner": "learner_id",
"current_learning_action": "currentLA_id",
"current_learning_material": "currentLM_id",
"current_learning_material_identifiers": "currentLMIDentifier_id",
"session": "session_id",
"associated_platform_agent": "platformAgent_id",
"associated_sensorial_component": "sensorialComponent_id",
"finished_session": "true/false",
}

o

●

ES Server forwards this command to ES Client for PA & SC to stop the LM and the
sensors.

Analytics Dashboard:
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Analytics Dashboard gives users a tool that provides insights about performance, taking into account
a Learning Environment/Classroom, based or not on a specific Learning Experience.
●

The user goes to “LEARNING EXPERIENCE SUPERVISOR” => “Analytics Dashboard”, in the
front-end.

●

The user selects a Learning Environment from a list of learning environments (GET
/api/common/venues? userid={id_user}&search=value&sort=value) :

[
{
"_id": {
"$oid": "582b05a15bcdb41fe02bc10f"
},
"classrooms": [
{
"_id": {382b05a15bcde41fe02bc10f},
"name": "classroom X"
}
],
"lao_categories": [
{'Fixed Robot'}
],
"description": "description venue 2",
"name": "venue 2"
},
{
"_id": {
"$oid": "582b07055bcdb41fe02bc110"
},
"classrooms": [
{
"_id": {382c05a15bcde41fe02bc10f},
"name": "classroom Y"
}
],
"lao_categories": [
{'Activity Agent'}
],
"description": "description venue 1",
"name": "venue 1"
}
]

● Once a learning environment is selected, the list of classrooms created for the selected
learning
environment
is
displayed
(GET
api/common/classrooms?sort=name&userid=&venueid={id_venue}) :
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[
{
"_id": {
"$oid": "582b29c15bcdb41b300759d1"
},
"description": "classroom 1",
"learners": [
{
"_id": "58248a1a1d56e44b843d53f0"
},
{
"_id": "5821fa0d1d56e4334ad48ed2"
},
{
"_id": "5821fe951d56e433b16bc296"
},
{
"_id": "582df6355bcdb40c3ce1d009"
}
],
"name": "classroom 1 update",
"tutors": [
{
"_id": "5821f8e11d56e4334ad48ed1"
},
{
"_id": "582489d31d56e44b843d53ee"
},
{
"_id": "5821b40c1d56e4250b8080f2"
}
],
"venue": [
{
"_id": "582b07055bcdb41fe02bc110"
}
]
},
{
"_id": {
"$oid": "5832d7405bcdb41f5c128ce4"
},
"description": "classroom 11",
"learners": [],
"name": "classroom 11",
"tutors": [],
"venue": [
{
"_id": "582dea3a5bcdb40b1cfb462d"
},
{
"_id": "58332ee05bcdb42a8893ae11"
}
]
}
]

The user can select one classroom.
● When a classroom is selected, the user can have a first General Overview, as some charts are
now displayed. The “Learning progress Overview” chart (GET api/ LearningAnalytics/
SLAsByClassroomId/ {classroom_id}? granularity= ) :
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[{
"_id": {
"SLA_ID": [{
"$oid": "df991d349092a99cf7aed8c3"
},
{
"$oid": "df991d349092a99cf7aed8c3"
},
{
"$oid": "df991d349092a99cf7aed8c3"
}
]
},
"docs": [{
"t": [
"2017-05-09T08:45:17.603",
"2017-05-09T08:45:17.934",
"2017-05-09T08:47:26.572"
],
"w": [
"0.3",
"0.3",
"0.3"
]
}]
}]

It shows the performance of all learning experiences of the selected classroom. Performance here is
based on average weight of all SLA’s vertices involved on selected learning experience. On this chart,
users have the option to select the granularity, in a way that they can choose if they want to see data
per Hour, Day or Month;
The “Average time Overview” graph (GET api/ LearningAnalytics/ AverageTimeByClassroomId/
{classroom_id}):
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[
{
"_id": {
"lg_id": {
"$oid": "dd23229ffd7ba9abcdef21ba"
},
"lg_name": "NTU_BC_Sophie"
},
"dateDifference": 591109739,
"maxLastMod": {
"$date": 1500975461816
},
"minCreated": {
"$date": 1500384352077
}
},
{
"_id": {
"lg_id": {
"$oid": "e7d9178980c0dcc2a825372d"
},
"lg_name": "Test YT"
},
"dateDifference": 0,
"maxLastMod": {
"$date": 1494585587753
},
"minCreated": {
"$date": 1494585587753
}
},
…
]

It shows the average time taken in each learning experience. This average time is calculated taken
into account the minimum “created date” and the maximum “last modified” date.
The
“Learning
Sessions
overview”
chart
(GET
api/
LearningAnalytics/
LSOverviewyByVenueIdAndClassroomId/ {id_venue}/ {classroom_id}? learning_graph=)
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[{
"BYSESSION": {
"LAUNCHING": 1,
"RUNNING": 1,
"STOPPED": 487
},
"BYUSERS": {
"LAUNCHING": {
"CNT": 1,
"LIST": [
{
"id": "5894a7cbf1d46564263b8398"
}
]
},
"RUNNING": {
"CNT": 1,
"LIST": [
{
"id": "589062f6f1d46564263b8394"
}
]
},
"STOPPED": {
"CNT": 13,
"LIST": [
{
"id": "5894a7cbf1d46564263b8398"
},
{
"id": "592d4d51f1d4657b56574b6d"
},
{
"id": "591590bff1d465494d518b03"
},
{
"id": "589062f6f1d46564263b8394"
},
{
"id": "592d2c59f1d4657b56574b6c"
},
{
"id": "59286b92f1d4657e68f4b239"
},
{
"id": "59286e91f1d4657e68f4b23a"
},
{
"id": "5928702ff1d4657e68f4b23c"
},
{
"id": "59287254f1d4657e68f4b23d"
},
{
"id": "592872cff1d4657e68f4b23e"
},
{
"id": "58998d35f1d46564263b8399"
},
{
"id": "596871aaf1d4654d0075e5f3"
},
{
"id": "597b2a88f1d46563ad19dffd"
}
]
}
}
}]
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shows:
● By Learners: The proportion of Learners that have finished and the ones still in progress;
● By Session: The proportion of Sessions that have finished and the ones still in progress.
For these charts, there is also the option of selecting a specific learning experience, which filters
the data shown on charts.
The “Learning progress Overview” chart (GET api/ LearningAnalytics/ SLAsByClassroomAndLE/
{classroom_id}/ {LE_id}? granularity=);

[{
"_id": {
"SLA_ID": [{
"$oid": "df991d349092a99cf7aed8c3"
},
{
"$oid": "df991d349092a99cf7aed8c3"
}
]
},
"docs": [{
"t": [
"2017-05-09T08:45:17.603",
"2017-05-09T08:45:17.934"
],
"w": [
"0.3",
"0.3"
]
}]
}]

On this chart, users also have the option to select the granularity, in a way so that they can choose if
they want to see data per hour, day or month.
The “Average time Overview” chart (GET api/ LearningAnalytics/ AverageTimeByClassroomAndLE/
{classroom_id}/ {LE_id}):
[
{
"_id": {
"lg_id": {
"$oid": "582ee619f114655fe2fbae3b"
},
"lg_name": "LG_TEST_API"
},
"dateDifference": 9607350979,
"maxLastMod": {
"$date": 1505758050268
},
"minCreated": {
"$date": 1496150699289
}
}
]
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The
“Learning
Session
Overview”
chart
(GET
api/
LearningAnalytics/
LSOverviewyByVenueIdAndClassroomId/ {id_venue}/ {classroom_id}?learning_graph={id_lg}):
{
"BYSESSION": {
"LAUNCHING": 0,
"RUNNING": 0,
"STOPPED": 7
},
"BYUSERS": {
"LAUNCHING": {
"CNT": 0,
"LIST": []
},
"RUNNING": {
"CNT": 0,
"LIST": []
},
"STOPPED": {
"CNT": 2,
"LIST": [
{
"id": "5894a7cbf1d46564263b8398"
},
{
"id": "596871aaf1d4654d0075e5f3"
}
]
}
}
}

shows the data filtered by the selected learning experience.
• Other graphs that can be viewed here, after selecting a Learning Environment and a
Classroom, are those related with learners. Scrolling to the end of this page, users can click on
“Learners” link, and choose a learner from the list (GET api/ common/ classrooms? sort=name&
userid=& venueid = {id_venue}).
• Once a learner is selected, users can see the “Learner progress Overview” graph (GET
/api/LearningAnalytics/SLAsByLearnerId/{learner_id}?granularity=):
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[{
"_id": {
"SLA_ID": {
"$oid": "df991d349092a99cf7aed8c3"
}
},
"docs": [{
"t": "2017-04-25T09:00:07.502",
"w": "0.3"
},
{
"t": "2017-04-25T09:08:25.904",
"w": "0.4"
},
{
"t": "2017-04-25T09:12:48.735",
"w": "0.48"
}
]
}]

That shows the learner performance on all his learner experiences. On this chart, users have also the
possibility to select the granularity, in a way that they can choose if they want to see data per Hour,
Day or Month.
● Users have also the possibility to select just one experience from selected learner list of
learning experiences (GET api/LS/learningSessions/?search=&sort=):
[
{
"_id": {
"$oid": "5898812df1d4653544969383"
},
"associated_platform_agent": "58930531f1d4653e92ef160c",
"current_learning_action": "d08d596d1f86059fbf74edfc",
"current_learning_material": "wb_orn_easy",
"learner": "58930683f1d46564263b8396",
"learning_graph": "dc9883d11d008b35d71e905b",
"learning_graph_personalized": "5898812ca6df66671212b1d6",
"num_frame": 0,
"start_date": "2017-02-06 13:59:08.946540",
"status": "STOPPED",
"tutor": "583d63f8f1d465346f69aee3",
"venue": "5891fdcef1d4656786162438"
},
{
"_id": {
"$oid": "5898838ef1d4653544969384"
},
"associated_platform_agent": "58930531f1d4653e92ef160c",
"current_learning_action": "",
"current_learning_material": "",
"learner": "58930683f1d46564263b8396",
"learning_graph": "dc9883d11d008b35d71e905b",
"learning_graph_personalized": "5898838ea6df66671212b209",
"num_frame": 0,
"start_date": "2017-02-06 14:09:18.378664",
"status": "STOPPED",
"tutor": "583d63f8f1d465346f69aee3",
"venue": "5891fdcef1d4656786162438"
},
]
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In this case, the “Learner progress Overview” chart will only show data for the selected learning
experience (GET api/ LearningAnalytics/ SLAsByLearnerAndLE/ {learner_id}/ {LE_id}?granularity=):
[
{
"_id": "2017-05-09",
"average": 0.3
}
]

On this chart, users have the option to select the granularity, in a way that they can choose if they
want to see data per Hour, Day or Month.
Scrolling to the end of this page, users can click on “Learning experiences of LEARNER”, where
LEARNER is the selected learner (GET api/lg/getLG/?id={id_lg}), and view the list of the learner’s
Learning Experiences:
[{
"lg_descr": "",
"mode": "NORMAL",
"vertices":
[
{
"_type": "vertex",
"label": "Read document IT",
"_id": "b9ff392a62f9cdd58c2b0375",
"type": "SLA"
},
{
"_type": "vertex",
"label": "Learning Goal IT",
"_id": "0b31a4264786d61e94eb4fba",
"type": "LEARNING_GOAL"
}
],
"created": "2017-08-28T12:14:30.869",
"creator_id": "58f9e9bdf1d46524564dacda",
"edges": [
{
"_type": "edge",
"weight": "0.95",
"_outV": "b9ff392a62f9cdd58c2b0375",
"_id": "1",
"_inV": "0b31a4264786d61e94eb4fba",
"_label": "default"
}],
"_id": "59a40926a6df66065a8c3036",
"lg_name": "Integration Test SOAPUI",
"last_modified": "2017-08-28T12:14:30.869"
}]

•
•

•

Clicking on any learning experience of the list, users can see a time line with all sessions
taken by the selected learner to learn with the selected learning experience.
Clicking on the “Session” link (GET api/LS/learningSessions/{id_session}) of any session on
the time line, a “Learning Session Summary” pop-up is launched, where the session details
can be viewed. Also here, at the bottom of the pop-up, users can find a button: “View
Status”.
Clicking on “View Status” button, a new pop-up is launched: “Personalized Learning Graph”,
where users can see data of: learning session(GET api/LS/learningSessions/{id_session}), with
its
“Status”;
Learning
environment
(GET
api/common/venues/userid={id_user}&search=value&sort=value); Platform agent (GET
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api/PA/ platformagents/ {id_pa}); Learning graph (api/lg/getLG/?{id_lg}); User (GET
api/users/users/{id_user}); and also the learning graph chart (GET api/lg/getLGI/?{id_lgi}):

[{
"mode": "NORMAL",
"learner_id": "592d4d51f1d4657b56574b6d",
"vertices":[
{"_type":
"vertex",
"weight":
"0.81",
"label":
"JCYL_MER_Emotional
Awareness", "_id": "592d4f9da6df666c7600ae61",…},
{"_type": "vertex", "weight": "0.7749999999999999", "label": "Basic",
"_id": "592d4f9da6df666c7600ae51",…},
{"_type": "vertex", "weight": "0.952", "label": "Language", "_id":
"592d4f9da6df666c7600ae52",…},
{"_type": "vertex", "weight": "1.0", "label": "JCYL_MER_Syn.-ant.", "_id":
"592d4f9da6df666c7600ae5b",…},
{"_type":
"vertex",
"weight":
"0.7",
"label":
"Math",
"_id":
"592d4f9da6df666c7600ae53",…},
{"_type":
"vertex",
"weight":
"1.0",
"label":
"JCYL_MER_Hearing
Attention", "_id": "592d4f9da6df666c7600ae64",…},
{"_type": "vertex", "weight": "0.6480000000000001", "label": "Social",
"_id": "592d4f9da6df666c7600ae54",…},
{"_type":
"vertex",
"weight":
"0.8",
"label":
"Attention",
"_id":
"592d4f9da6df666c7600ae55",…},
{"_type": "vertex", "weight": "1.0", "label": "JCYL_MER_Greater-Less",
"_id": "592d4f9da6df666c7600ae5e",…},
{"_type": "vertex", "weight": "0.92", "label": "JCYL_MER_Semantic Fields",
"_id": "592d4f9da6df666c7600ae58",…}
],
"created": "2017-05-30T10:55:25.648",
"edges":[
{"_type": "edge", "weight": "1.0", "_outV": "592d4f9da6df666c7600ae52",
"_id": "0",…},
{"_type": "edge", "weight": "1.0", "_outV": "592d4f9da6df666c7600ae53",
"_id": "1",…},
{"_type": "edge", "weight": "1.0", "_outV": "592d4f9da6df666c7600ae54",
"_id": "2",…},
{"_type": "edge", "weight": "1.0", "_outV": "592d4f9da6df666c7600ae55",
"_id": "3",…},
{"_type": "edge", "weight": "0.6", "_outV": "592d4f9da6df666c7600ae5b",
"_id": "4",…},
{"_type": "edge", "weight": "0.9", "_outV": "592d4f9da6df666c7600ae58",
"_id": "5",…},
{"_type": "edge", "weight": "0.7", "_outV": "592d4f9da6df666c7600ae5e",
"_id": "6",…},
{"_type": "edge", "weight": "0.8", "_outV": "592d4f9da6df666c7600ae61",
"_id": "7",…},
{"_type": "edge", "weight": "0.8", "_outV": "592d4f9da6df666c7600ae64",
"_id": "8",…}
],
"_id": "592d4f9da6df666c7600ae50",
"lg_id": "e58d499f27b3c15dc92572cf",
"lg_name": "JCYL_ME_Robot_Simulation",
"last_modified": "2017-06-01T16:15:40.892"
}]
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8. Annex 2: BP2 Dataflow: The Learning Content
Management Process
This annex includes the detailed code level dataflow reflecting the exchange of data from the APIs in
order to satisfy BP2 – The Learning Content Management Process as described in section 3.4.2 of
D2.4 - Full System Architecture [2]. This dataflow has been used from the developers and integrators
/ testers in order to develop and integrate the relevant components.

8.1 Step 0 - Installation/Setup of the Learning Content Editor (LCE Desktop)
•
•
•
•

Connect to the Mathisis web application at https://prod.mathisis-project.eu/app/
Go to the "Downloads" Page.
Choose Desktop and download the LCE installer.
After the installation, open the LCE application and log with the same users as for the Web
Application. After this, the Learning Graph, Smart Learning Atom and Learning Action Editor
are proposed to the user.

•

It is also possible to start the LCE application from the Mathisis Web Application, going to the
Learning Content Management page and press either the Learning Graphs, Smart Learning
Atoms or Learning Actions button to start the related editor.

From the MaTHiSiS Web application, in the page "Browse", a list of already existing LGs and SLAs is
displayed. It is possible to download them locally and re-use them in the LCE application, although
the LCE automatically retrieves existing Learning Content from the Server.

8.2 Step 1 - Learning Graph Management
8.2.1 1- Create a new Learning Graph
•
•

Cf. Step 0 to open the Learning Graph Editor
The LCE retrieves the list of Smart Learning Atoms from the SLA API (GET /api/sla/getSLAs)

{
"slas": [
{ "sla_id":"{sla _id}",
"sla _name":"{sla _name}",
},
...
]
}

•
•
•
•
•
•

The user right click in the graph zone and create a new Learning Goal, select a name and
press OK
The user adds one or more SLA among the list of existing SLAs.
The user can also create his own SLA by right-clicking and choose "Create Smart Learning
Atom". Cf. the Step 2 for the creation of a new SLA.
The user connect the SLAs to the Learning Goal and select an appropriate weight related to
each SLA
The user press the "Save" button
The LCE creates the LG using the LG API (POST /api/lg/postLG)
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{
"_id" : "{lg_id}"
"mode" : "NORMAL",
"lg_name" : "{lg_name}",
"lg_descr" : "{lg description}",
"creator_id" : "{tutor_id}",
"created" : "{date/time}",
"last_modified" : "{date/time}",
"vertices" : [
{
"label" : "{vertex_name}",
"type" : "SLA",
"_id" : "{vertex_id}"),
"_type" : "vertex"
},
"label" : "{vertex_name}",
"type" : "LEARNING_GOAL",
"_id" :"{vertex_id}"),
"_type" : "vertex"
},
….
],
"edges" : [
{
"weight" : "{edge+weight}",
"_id" : "{enumeration}",
"_type" : "edge",
"_outV" : "{outward_vertex_id}",
"_inV" : "{inward_vertex_id}",
"_label" : "default"
},
….
]
}

8.2.2 2- Edit an existing Learning Graph
•
•
•

Cf. Step 0 to open the Learning Graph Editor
The user press the button "Open a Learning Graph from the cloud"
The LCE retrieves the list of existing Learning Graphs from the LG API (GET /api/lg/getLGs)

{
"lgs": [
{ "lg_id":"{lg _id}",
"lg _name":"{lg _name}",
},
...
]
}

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The user select the Learning Graph he wants to update and press OK
The user have several possibilities for LG modifications:
Add existing SLAs from the list to the graph
Create new SLA (Cf. the SLA creation part)
Update the weights related to the SLAs already present in the graph
Remove unwanted SLAs from the graph
The user press the "Save" button to register the modified LG
The LCE updates the Learning Graph with the LG API (PUT /api/lg/putLG)
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{
"_id" : "{lg_id}"
"mode" : "NORMAL",
"lg_name" : "{lg_name}",
"lg_descr" : "{lg description}",
"creator_id" : "{tutor_id}",
"created" : "{date/time}",
"last_modified" : "{date/time}",
"vertices" : [
{
"label" : "{vertex_name}",
"type" : "SLA",
"_id" : "{vertex_id}"),
"_type" : "vertex"
},
"label" : "{vertex_name}",
"type" : "LEARNING_GOAL",
"_id" :"{vertex_id}"),
"_type" : "vertex"
},
….
],
"edges" : [
{
"weight" : "{edge+weight}",
"_id" : "{enumeration}",
"_type" : "edge",
"_outV" : "{outward_vertex_id}",
"_inV" : "{inward_vertex_id}",
"_label" : "default"
},
….
]
}

8.3 Step 2 – Smart Learning Atom Management
8.3.1 1- Create a new Smart Learning Atom
•
•

Cf. Step 0 to open the Smart Learning Atom Editor
The LCE retrieves the Learning Action list from the LA API (GET /api/LA/LearningActions)

{
[
{
"_id": "string",
"lao_categories": ["string"],
"slas": ["string"],
"description": "string",
"learning_action_materialization": {
"_id": "string",
"content": "string",
"learning_materials": [ "string", ... ]
}
},
...
]
}

•
•
•
•
•

LCE has a local list of LAO categories, for the 1st version
The user adds one or more LAs to the SLA from the list of existing LAs
The user can create a new Learning action by right-clicking and select "Create Learning
Action" (Cf. the part about Learning Action creation)
The user press the "Save" button
The LCE creates the SLA using the SLA API (POST /api/sla/postSLA)
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{
"_id":"{SLA_id}",
"SLA_DESCR" : "{SLA description}",
"SLA_NAME" : "{SLA_name}",
"LEARNING_ACTIONS" : [
{
"LA_NAME" : "{LA_name}",
"_id" : "{LA_id}",
"RELATION_DEGREE" : "1.0"
},
...
],
"LAST_MODIFIED" : "{date/time}",
"CREATED" : "{date/time}",
"CREATOR_ID" : "{tutor_id}"
}

8.3.2 2- Edit an existing Smart Learning Atom
•
•

Cf. Step 0 to open the Learning Graph Editor
The LCE retrieves the given SLA information from the SLA API (GET
/api/sla/getSLA?id={id_sla})

{
"_id":"{SLA_id}",
"SLA_DESCR" : "{SLA description}",
"SLA_NAME" : "{SLA_name}",
"LEARNING_ACTIONS" : [
{
"LA_NAME" : "{LA_name}",
"_id" : "{LA_id}",
"RELATION_DEGREE" : "1.0"
},
...
],
"LAST_MODIFIED" : "{date/time}",
"CREATED" : "{date/time}",
"CREATOR_ID" : "{tutor_id}"
}

•

The LCE retrieves the Learning Action list from the LA API (GET /api/LA/LearningActions)

{
[
{
"_id": "string",
"name": "string",
"description": "string",
"learning_action_materialization": {
"_id": "string",
"content": "string",
"learning_materials": [ "string", ... ]
}
},
...
]
}

•
•
•
•
•

LCE has a local list of LAO categories, for the 1st version
The user adds one or more LAs to the SLA from the list of existing LAs
The user can create a new Learning action by right-clicking and select "Create Learning
Action" (Cf. the part about Learning Action creation)
The user press the "Save" button
The LCE updates the SLA using the SLA API (PUT /api/sla/putSLA)
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{
"_id":"{SLA_id}",
"SLA_DESCR" : "{SLA description}",
"SLA_NAME" : "{SLA_name}",
"LEARNING_ACTIONS" : [
{
"LA_NAME" : "{LA_name}",
"_id" : "{LA_id}",
"RELATION_DEGREE" : "1.0"
},
...
],
"LAST_MODIFIED" : "{date/time}",
"CREATED" : "{date/time}",
"CREATOR_ID" : "{tutor_id}"
}

8.4 Step 3 – Learning Action Management (Learning Action Materialization)
8.4.1 1- Create a new Learning Action
•
•

•

Cf. Step 0 to open the Learning Action Editor
On the "Categories" tab, the user choose and category related to the Learning Action he is
about to create.
On the "Materialization" tab, the LCE retrieves the list of already existing LMs from the LM
API (GET /api/LM/learningMaterials)

{
"learning_materials": [
{
"_id": "string",
"description": "string",
"difficulty": 0,
"identifiers": [
{
"application_installer": "string",
"application_locator": "string",
"lao_categories": [
"string"
],
"support_key_moments": true
}
],
"lao_categories": [
"string"
],
"name": "string"
},
...
]
}

•
•
•
•

The user adds one or more Learning Materials from the list of existing LMs in the graph zone.
The creation of Learning Material is not the subject of this editor. (Cf. the Learning Material
Management part)
The user can create conditions on the Learning Materials present in the Learning Action.
Right click and select "Create condition"
A Window is prompted to the user where he has to select the content of his condition.
We can read the conditions as in the following example -> The Learning Material will be
executed if the Learner is a Standard_learner, if the Environment is a Lab, if the Platform
Agent is a Fixed Robot and if the difficulty is Easy (Cf the screen below)
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•
•
•

The user connect the condition to the appropriate Learning Material
The user press the "Save" button
The LCE creates the Learning Action using the LA API (POST /api/LA/learningActions)
{
"_id": "string",
"description": "string",
"lao_categories": [
"string"
],
"learning_action_materialization": {
"_id": "string",
"content": "string",
"learning_materials": [
{
"_id": "string"
}
]
},
"name": "string",
"slas": [
"string"
]
}

8.4.2 2- Edit an existing Learning Action
•
•

Cf. Step 0 to open the Learning Action Editor
The LCE retrieves the given Learning Action information from the LA API (GET
/api/LA/learningActions/{id_learning_action}
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{
"_id": "string",
"description": "string",
"lao_categories": [
"string"
],
"learning_action_materialization": {
"_id": "string",
"content": "string",
"learning_materials": [
{
"_id": "string"
}
]
},
"name": "string",
"slas": [
"string"
]
}

•
•
•
•

The user adds one or more Learning Materials from the list of existing LMs in the graph zone,
adding the associated conditions if necessary. (Cf. Creation of a Learning Action for the
condition creation details)
The user removes the Learning Materials and conditions he does not want any more in the
Learning Action.
The user press the "Save" button
The
LCE
updates
the
Learning
Action
using
the
LA
API
(PUT
/api/LA/learningActions/{id_learning_action})
{
"description": "string",
"lao_categories": [
"string"
],
"learning_action_materialization": {
"_id": "string",
"content": "string",
"learning_materials": [
{
"_id": "string"
}
]
},
"name": "string",
"slas": [
"string"
]
}

8.5 Step 4 – Learning Material Management
8.5.1 1- Create a new Learning Material

The Learning Material Management part is done on the MaTHiSiS Web application:
• The user connect to the web application at https://stage.mathisis-project.eu/app/
• The user goes to the Learning Content Manager page and press the "Learning Material
Configurator (LMC)" button
• The user press the "Add Learning Material" button
• The user complete all the fields in the form and press the "save" button.
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•

The LMC creates the Learning Material using the LM API (POST /api/LM/learningMaterials)
{
"_id": "string",
"description": "string",
"difficulty": 0,
"identifiers": [
{
"application_installer": "string",
"application_locator": "string",
"lao_categories": [
"string"
],
"support_key_moments": true
}
],
"lao_categories": [
"string"
],
"name": "string"
}

8.5.2 2- Edit an existing Learning Material
•
•
•

The user connect to the web application at https://stage.mathisis-project.eu/app/
The user goes to the Learning Content Manager page and press the "Learning Material
Configurator (LMC)" button
The LMC retrieves the list of existing LMs from the LM API (GET /api/LM/learningMaterials)

{
"learning_materials": [
{
"_id": "string",
"description": "string",
"difficulty": 0,
"identifiers": [
{
"application_installer": "string",
"application_locator": "string",
"lao_categories": [
"string"
],
"support_key_moments": true
}
],
"lao_categories": [
"string"
],
"name": "string"
},
...
]

}
•
•

The user selects from the list of Learning Materials to update.
The LCE retrieves the information of the given Learning Material from the LM API (GET
/api/LM/learningMaterials/{id_learning_material}
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{
"learning_material": {
"_id": "string",
"description": "string",
"difficulty": 0,
"identifiers": [
{
"application_installer": "string",
"application_locator": "string",
"lao_categories": [
"string"
],
"support_key_moments": true
}
],
"lao_categories": [
"string"
],
"name": "string"
}
}

•
•
•

The user updates the fields he wants to modify
The user press the "Save" button
The LCE updates the Learning Material using the Learning Material API (PUT
/api/LM/learningMaterials)

{
"learning_material": {
"description": "string",
"difficulty": 0,
"identifiers": [
{
"application_installer": "string",
"application_locator": "string",
"lao_categories": [
"string"
],
"support_key_moments": true
}
],
"lao_categories": [
"string"
],
"name": "string"
}
}
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9. Annex 3: BP3 Dataflow: Configuration of MaTHiSiS
platform
This annex includes the detailed code level dataflow reflecting the exchange of data from the APIs in
order to satisfy BP3 – The Configuration of MaTHiSiS platform as described in section 3.4.3 of D2.4 Full System Architecture [2]. This dataflow has been used from the developers and integrators /
testers in order to develop and integrate the relevant components.

9.1 Step 1 – Platform Configuration (network)
9.1.1 1- Configure settings: main URL to access the front-end, main URL to access the APIs
User opens a browser and MaTHiSiS Main Platform (front-end) can be access at:
•
•

https://stage.mathisis-project.eu/app/ (Test environment)
https://prod.mathisis-project.eu/app/ (Production environment)

This access is protected by login/password, provided by ATOS.

9.2 Step 2 – Learning Environments Configuration
9.2.1 1- Edit/Create a learning environment: name, description, LAO categories, default
PAs
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

The user goes to “PLATFORM CONFIGURATION” => “Learning Environment Configurator”, in
the front-end.
Users have the possibility to create a new learning environment (venue), or edit one learning
environment of the learning environment list (GET /api/common/venues).
To create a new learning environment, the user pushes “Add Learning Environment” button
in the front-end.
“Create Learning Environment” pop-up is then launched and the user fill in with learning
environment (venue) data (Name*, Description, etc.). Also on this pop up we have the “Add
Classroom” button, that give users the option of creating as many Classrooms(group of users)
as needed at currently learning environment.
If the user pushes “Add Classroom” button, currently “Create Learning Environment” pop-up
will be expanded and the user can then, fill in with classroom data (Name*, Description, … ).
Also at this pop up, a new button appears: “Delete Classroom”, that allow users to delete the
created classroom, after confirmation.
Once all mandatory fields are filled (in this case, for learning environments, the only one is
“Name”), “Save” button is enabled.
When user pushes “Save” button, a POST is send to create the new learning environment
(POST /api/common/venues), with ( POST /api/common/classrooms) or without new
classrooms. An example of learning environment creation JSON is:
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{
"platform_agents" : [
{
"_id" : "58502560f1d46537c02fd009"
}
],
"lao_categories" : [
{
"name" : "string",
"_id" : "string"
}
],
"description" : "string",
"name" : "string",
"classrooms" : []
}

•
•

•

In Edit case, the user must select a learning environment from the list, and push “Edit”
(button) in “Actions”.
“Edit Learning Environment” pop-up is launched and the user can modify learning
environment (venue) or classroom data. One possible modification is to delete one of the
existing classrooms, (after confirmation), as this pop-up includes the “Delete
Classroom”(DELETE api/common/{id_classroom}) button; or add more classrooms, pushing
the “Add Classroom” button.
When user pushes “Save” button, a PUT is send to modify an existent learning environment
data (PUT / api/common/venues/{id_venue}). An example of JSON is:

{
"platform_agents" : [
{
"_id" : "58502560f1d46537c02fd009"
}
],
"lao_categories" : [
{
"name" : "string",
"_id" : "string"
}
],
"description" : "string",
"name" : "string",
"classrooms" : []
}

•
•
•

And if a new classroom is added, also a POST (POST /api/common/classrooms) for this
creation.
If the classroom data is modified, a PUT is send to execute the modification (PUT /api/
common/classrooms/{id_classroom}).

9.2.2 2- Edit/Create a group of users: name, description, default learning environment,
default set of learners, default set of tutors
•
•
•

As it was explained on the earlier point, a group of users, or classroom, is related with one
Learning Environment, and can be created whenever a Learning Environment is created.
The user goes to “PLATFORM CONFIGURATOR” => “Learning Environment Configurator”, in
the front-end.
Users have the possibility to create a new classroom, or edit one existent classroom, always
related to a Learning Environment. Creation (Add Classroom) or deletion(Delete Classroom)
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•
•
•

•

options appears, anytime the user is adding a new learning Environment, or editing an
existing one.
To create a new classroom, the user must first, push “Add learning Environment” button in
the front-end (URM), or choose one learning environment from the list and push “Edit”.
When “Add learning Environment “ button is pushed, “Create Learning Environment” pop-up
is launched and then the user fill in with learning environment data (Name*, Description,
Categories). To create a new classroom, the user must push the “Add classroom” button.
“Classroom” form then appears on same pop-up and the user must fill in with classroom
data (Name*, Description, Tutors, … ). Once all mandatory fields are filled (in this case,
“Name” of the Classroom..), “Save” button is enabled. Repeating this action, the user can
create as many classrooms as needed.
When users push “Save” button, in addition to the Learning Environment POST, another
POST is send to create the new classroom (POST /api/common/classrooms). An example of
JSON is:

{
"name" : "string",
"description" : "string",
"venue":[{"_id":"59536ddff1d46506909c03f4"}],
"tutors":[{"_id":"5850045df1d465067764f6cc"},{"_id":"58ef813bf1d4652206deaf73
"}],
"learners":[{"_id":"591a8de2f1d4654128d8aca7"}]
}

•
•
•

In Edit case, the user must select a Learning Environment from the list, and push
“Edit”(button) in Actions.
“Edit Learning Environment” pop-up is launched and the user can modify both, learning
environment and/or classroom data. Also, user can add, or delete, as many classrooms as
needed.
When user pushes “Save” button, in addition of the ones related with the Learning
Environment, also a PUT is send to modify an existent classroom data (PUT /api/
common/classrooms/{id_classroom}); or a POST(POST /api/common/classrooms), in the case
that a new classroom is added. An example of JSON for a PUT is:

{
"name" : "string",
"description" : "string"
"venue":[{"_id":"59536ddff1d46506909c03f4"}],
"tutors": [{"_id":"5850045df1d465067764f6cc"}],
"learners":[{"_id":"591a8de2f1d4654128d8aca7"}]
}

•

9.3

It’s also possible to delete a classroom or a Learning Environment, in case it is needed,
pushing the “Delete Classroom” button, in the case of the classrooms, or “Delete” button, in
Learning Environment case. When these buttons are pushed, a DELETE is send (DELETE /api/
common/classrooms/{id_classroom} or DELETE /api/ common/venues/{id_venue} ) and the
specified classroom or venue is deleted.

Step 3 – Platform Agents Configuration

9.3.1 1- Edit/Create a PA: name, address (host:port), LAO categories
•
•

The user goes to “PLATFORM CONFIGURATION” => “Platform Agents Management”, in the
front-end.
Users have the possibility to create a new platform agent, or edit one platform agent from
the platform agent list (GET /api/PA/platformagents).
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•
•
•

To create a new platform agent, the user pushes “Add Platform Agent” button in the frontend.
“Create Platform Agent” pop-up is launched and the user fill in with platform agent data
(Name, Description, … ). “Save” button is enabled from the beggining, as there’s no
mandatory field that must be filled.
When user pushes “Save” button, a POST is send to create the new platform agent (POST /
api/PA/platformagents). An example of JSON is:

{
"addr": "127.0.0.1",
"laoCategories": [
"test1", "test2", "test3"
],
"sensorComponents": [
"facial"
],
"name": "string"
}

•
•
•
•

In Edit case, the user must select a platform agent from the list, and push “Edit”(button) in
Actions.
“Edit Platform Agent” pop-up is launched and the user can modify platform agent data.
When user pushes “Save” button, a PUT is send to modify an existent user data (PUT /
api/PA/platformagents/{id_platformAgent}). An example of JSON is:

{
"addr": "127.0.0.2",
"laoCategories": ["test1", "test2", "test3"],
"sensorComponents": [ "facial" ],
"name": "string"
}
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10. Annex 4: BP4 Dataflow: The Users Management
Process
This annex includes the detailed code level dataflow reflecting the exchange of data from the APIs in
order to satisfy BP4 – The Users Management Process as described in section 3.4.4 of D2.4 - Full
System Architecture [2]. This dataflow has been used from the developers and integrators / testers
in order to develop and integrate the relevant components.

10.1 Step 1 - User Account Configuration
10.1.1 1- Edit/Create a user account: username, first name, last name, password, role
This privilege is restricted to administrator and tutors.
•

The user goes to “USER MANAGER” => “User management”, in the front-end (URM).
https://prod.mathisis-project.eu/app/#!/admin/usermanagement/.

Create a User
•

To create a new user, the user clicks “Add user” button in the front-end (URM). A pop up box
is launched in the screen in which the user is able to set the required parameters for the new
user. The available fields are:
o Firstname – is the firstname of the new user
o Lastname – is the lastname of the new user
o Role – is the role that the new user will have
o Learning Environment – The user is able to select one or more learning environments
that the new user will have access. The available options are limited according to the
learning
environments
that
the
logged
in
user
has
access.
When the user selects the learning environments he/she prefers to assign to new
user a GET request is sent to /api/commin/classrooms with venueid as parameter.
o The server responses with the available classrooms for each selected learning
environment
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[{
"CREATED": {
"$date": 1504255490408
},
"LAST_MODIFIED": {
"$date": 1504255490558
},
"_id": {
"$oid": "59a51c02f1d4654d5e7472e8"
},
"description": "",
"learners": [{
"$oid": "594d1529f1d46513afd480fa"
}, {
"$oid": "59085f56f1d46566ecc01c1d"
}, {
"$oid": "584033a8f1d46535bcbb7ed3"
}, {
"$oid": "59ba5705f1d4650a1ee49e2e"
}],
"learnersData": [{
"_id": {
"$oid": ""
},
"firstname": "testingF",
"is_active": false,
"lastname": "testingL",
"role": "Learner",
"user_name": "Testing@testing.com"
}, {
"_id": {
"$oid": ""
},
"firstname": "adsasd",
"is_active": true,
"lastname": "adsasdas",
"role": "Learner",
"user_name": "adasd@fdsfds.com"
}, {
"_id": {
"$oid": ""
},
"firstname": "Andrew",
"is_active": true,
"lastname": "Pomazanskyi",
"role": "Learner",
"user_name": "andrew.pomazanskyi@nurogames.com"
}, {
"_id": {
"$oid": "59ba5705f1d4650a1ee49e2e"
},
"firstname": "Manos",
"is_active": true,
"lastname": "Zacharioudakis",
"role": "Learner (Independent)",
"user_name": "manoszacharioudakis12331@gmail.com"
}],
"name": "coucou",
"tutors": [{
"$oid": "5850045df1d465067764f6cc"
}, {
"$oid": "582ee619f1d4655be2fbae3b"
}],
"tutorsData": [{
"_id": {
"$oid": "5850045df1d465067764f6cc"
},
"firstname": "Enrique",
"is_active": true,
"lastname": "Quiros",
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"role": "Tutor",
"user_name": "Enrique@atos.net"
}, {
"_id": {
"$oid": "582ee619f1d4655be2fbae3b"
},
"firstname": "userb",
"is_active": true,
"lastname": "userb",
"role": "Tutor",
"user_name": "b@b.es"
}],
"venue": [{
"$oid": "59a51c02f1d4654d5e7472e7"
}],
"venueData": [{
"CREATED": {
"$date": 1504255525087
},
"LAST_MODIFIED": {
"$date": 1504255525256
},
"_id": {
"$oid": "59a51c02f1d4654d5e7472e7"
},
"description": "eeeeeeee",
"lao_categories": [],
"name": "AAAAAA AAAAAAAAAAB"
}]
}]

o

o
o
o

•

Classroom – Every Learning Environment contains classrooms. Hence, the user can
select the classrooms that the new user can participate. This field appears in the
screen when one (or more) learning environment is selected.
UserName – the username that the new user will use.
Password – the password that the new user will use.
Enable – the user is able to select if the account that will be created will be active or
not.

When the user fill all the required fields in this form, can clicks on the SAVE button.
By clicking the save button the form is post to the USERS_MANAGER_URL which is defined to
the global config file.
Edit a User:
The user goes to the user management component. As it is described above, only tutors,
caregivers and administrators have access to this component. The first page that the user can
see is the user list. For each user there is a button “Details” on the right side.

•
•
•
•
•

The user clicks on the Details button for a specific user.
A pop up is launched with a completed form with the selected user information. These fields
are Firstname, Lastname, Role, Learning environment, classrooms, username, and the choice
of enable or disable the user.
The user can modify user data in this form.
When user pushes “Save” button, a POST is send to modify an existent user data (POST
/api/users/users/:id) with the id of the selected user
The user is able to delete the specific user by pressing the DELETE button in this form. Then
the same api is called again but with DELETE method.
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For both cases (create/edit) the following json is sent to the database.
{
"is_active": true,
"user_name": "",
"user_pswd": "",
"firstname": "",
"lastname": "",
"caregiver_id": "",
"role": ""
}

If the credentials that the user selected (username) already exists in the database the following
message will be returned from the api/users/users
Status
Response body:

code:

400

{"description": "This username exists in the database", "success": false}

If the user created normally, the response will be:
Status code: 200
Response body:
{"description": "User added successfully.", "id": {"$oid":
"59ba596cf1d4650a1d81011f"}, "success": true}

10.2 Step 2 - Learner Profile Configuration
10.2.1 1- Edit/Create a learner profile: user account (with role set to learner), disabilities,
preferences, learning style, default PA
•
•
•
•

User must be created the way it was explained in Step1, but role must be “learner”.
Once the user is created, user must click on “Learner profile management”, that shows a list
of learners (GET /api/users/users, and the response is filtered).
To configure a learner profile, the user must select one learner from the list and click on
“Details” button. An “Edit Profile” pop up is opened, and user can configure the learner
profile.
A GET Request is sent to the api/users/users/:id endpoint and the server responses with a
json object which includes all the stored information about the user profile. The json is:
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{
"_id": {
"$oid": "5965f795f1d46533ce09cecf"
},
"caregiver_id": {
"$oid": "583d6417f1d465346f69aee4"
},
"classrooms": [{
"_id": {
"$oid": "595a25e2f1d46529f3a3a649"
},
"description": "a todelete 1 desc",
"name": "a todelete 1 d"
}, {
"_id": {
"$oid": "59538961f1d46506909c0405"
},
"description": "a1 to delete desc",
"name": "a1 to delete"
}, {
"_id": {
"$oid": "596deca7f1d46558d2bf487e"
},
"description": "c1 created by caregiver",
"name": "c1 created by caregiver"
}],
"firstname": "a_supervised_learner",
"is_active": true,
"lastname": "a_supervised_learner",
"role": "Learner (Supervised)",
"user_name": "a_supervised_learner@atos.net"
}

•
•
•

These json values are automatically fill the form fields and the user is able to change them.
When finished on filling the pop up values, the user press “Save” button, and learner profile
is then updated (PUT /api/lpr/profiles/{id_user}). The JSON is the same as before, adding a
learning_profile field encrypted.
It’s also possible to delete a user, in case it is needed, pushing the “Delete” button. This
button appears at the “Edit User” pop up. When this button is pushed, a DELETE is send
(DELETE /api/users/users/{id_user}.
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11. Annex 5: APIs documentation
In this Annex documentation about APIs that have not been documented in other deliverables is
included.

11.1.1 Common API

Developers that will consume the Common API will be able to get and publish data from the
appropriate URLs, which are detailed in below.
The Common Open API is subject to an authentication mechanism, which is described in next Section
11.2. A description of requests available for each route and response data models are present in the
documentation below.

/app_version

This API doesn’t need credentials. It retrieves the version of the app mobile.
Method

GET

Description

Return the current version of the mobile app

Responses

If Success returns the current version
If Error return error message

Parameters

Name

Location

Data Type

X-User-Path

header

string

X-User-Token

header

string

userid

query

string

venueid

query

string

search

query

string

sort

query

string

/classrooms
Method

GET

Description

Return the list of classrooms

Responses

If Success return classrooms data model
If Error return ErrorResponse data model

Parameters
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X-User-Path

header

string

X-User-Token

header

string
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query

string
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query

string
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search

query

string

sort

query

string

Method

POST

Description

Add a classroom to the list of classrooms

Responses

If Success return GeneralResponse data model
If Error return ErrorResponse data model

Parameters

Name

Location

Data Type

X-User-Path

header

string

X-User-Token

header

string

classroom_properties

body

schema: classroom{}

/classrooms/{id_classroom}
Method

GET

Description

Return a classroom by its identifier

Responses

If Success return classroom data model adding information about users
and venues
If Error return ErrorResponse data model

Parameters

Name

Location

Data Type

X-User-Path

header

string

X-User-Token

header

string

id_classroom

path

string

Method

PUT

Description

Update a classroom by its identifier

Responses

If Success return GeneralResponse data model
If Error return ErrorResponse data model

Parameters
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classroom_properties

body

Method

DELETE

Description

Remove a classroom by its identifier

Responses

If Success return GeneralResponse data model

Schema: classroom{}

If Error return ErrorResponse data model
Parameters

Name

Location

Data Type

X-User-Path

header

string

X-User-Token

header

string

id_classroom

path

string

/classrooms/{id_classroom}/{itemtype}/{data}/{action}
Method

PUT

Description

Add or remove data (Learner, Tutor, Caregiver or Venue) in a classroom

Responses

If Success return GeneralResponse
If Error return ErrorResponse

Parameters

Name

Location

Data Type

X-User-Path

header

string

X-User-Token

header

string

id_classroom

path

string

itemtype

path

string

data

path

string

Action

path

string

/documents
Method

GET

Description

To list the available files in the download section

Responses

If Success returns the list of available documents into the download
section
If Error return error message

Parameters
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X-User-Path

header

string

X-User-Token

header

string

/documents/{file_name}
Method

GET

Description

To download a file

Responses

If Success returns a file
If Error return error message

Parameters

Name

Location

Data Type

X-User-Path

header

string

X-User-Token

header

string

file_name

path

string

file_path

path

string

/venues
Method

GET

Description

Return the list of venues

Responses

If Success return venues data model
If Error return ErrorResponse data model

Parameters

Name

Location

Data Type

X-User-Path

header

string

X-User-Token

header

string

search

query

string

sort

query

string

userid

query

string

Method

POST

Description

Add a venue to the list of venues

Responses

If Success return GeneralResponse data model
If Error return ErrorResponse data model
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Parameters

Name

Location

Data Type

X-User-Path

header

string

X-User-Token

header

string

venue_properties

body

schema: venue{}

/venues/{id_venue}
Method

GET

Description

Return a venue by its identifier

Responses

If Success return venue data model
If Error return ErrorResponse data model

Parameters

Name

Location

Data Type

X-User-Path

header

string

X-User-Token

header

string

id_venue

path

string

Method

PUT

Description

Update a venue by its identifier

Responses

If Success return GeneralResponse data model
If Error return ErrorResponse data model

Parameters

Name

Location

Data Type

X-User-Path

header

string

X-User-Token

header

string

id_venue

path

string

venue_properties

body

schema: venue{}

Method

DELETE

Description

Remove a venue by its identifier

Responses

If Success return GeneralResponse data model
If Error return ErrorResponse data model

Parameters
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X-User-Token

header

string

id_venue

path

string

Responses data models
GeneralResponse
Success

Number

Description

string

ErrorResponse
access

Boolean (true,false)

message

string

classroom
Name

string

description

string

CREATED

date

LAST_MODIFIED

date

learners

array

learnersData

array

caregivers

array

tutors

array

tutorsData

array

venue

array

venueData

venue
name

string

description

string

classrooms

classroom array

lao_categories

array

CREATED

Date

LAST_MODIFIED

daet
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Up-to-date information can be found in: https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/wikis/commonapi
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11.2 Users API
This API contains the operations related with users, permissions and roles.
You will find here a description of requests available for each route. Response data models are
present in the documentation below.

/users/auth
Method

POST

Description

This API enable users to login to MaTHiSiS

Responses

If Success return AuthToken data model
If Error return Error data model

Parameters

Name

Location

Data Type

X-User-Path

header

string

X-User-Token

header

string

credentials

body

schema: Auth {}

/users/checkpermisions
Method

POST

Description

Check user permissions

Responses

If Success return AuthToken data model
If Error return Error data model

Parameters

Name

Location

Data Type

X-User-Path

header

string

X-User-Token

header

string

permissions

body

schema: Permissions{}

/users/validatesession/{id_user}
Method

GET

Description

Get user data by id

Responses

If Success return User data model
If Error return Error data model

Parameters
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X-User-Token

header

string

id_user

path

string

/users/roles
Method

GET

Description

Get the complete list of roles

Responses

If Success return list of Role data model
If Error return Error data model

Parameters

Name

Location

Data Type

X-User-Path

header

string

X-User-Token

header

string

search

query

string

sort

query

string

/users/roles/{id_role}
Method

GET

Description

Get the detail of the role specified

Responses

If Success return Role data model
If Error return Error data model

Parameters

Name

Location

Data Type

X-User-Path

header

string

X-User-Token

header

string

id_role

path

string

/users/users
Method

GET

Description

Get the detail of the role specified

Responses

If Success return array of User data model
If Error return Error data model

Parameters
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X-User-Path

header

string

X-User-Token

header

string

search

path

string

sort

path

string

Method

POST

Description

Creates a new user

Responses

If Success return GeneralResponse data model
If Error return Error data model

Parameters

Name

Location

Data Type

X-User-Path

header

string

X-User-Token

header

string

user_properties

body

schema: UserPost {}

/users/users/requestnewpassword/{user_name}
Method

POST

Description

Updates the password of the provided user name

Responses

If Success return GeneralResponse data model
If Error return Error data model

Parameters

Name

Location

Data Type

X-User-Path

header

string

X-User-Token

header

string

userName

body

string

newPassword

body

string

/users/users/{id_user}
Method

GET

Description

Get a user by id

Responses

If Success return User data model
If Error return Error data model
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Parameters

Name

Location

Data Type

X-User-Path

header

string

X-User-Token

header

string

id_user

path

string

Method

PUT

Description

Update a user by id

Responses

If Success return GeneralResponse data model
If Error return Error data model

Parameters

Name

Location

Data Type

X-User-Path

header

string

X-User-Token

header

string

id_user

path

string

user_properties

body

schema: UserPut {}

Method

DELETE

Description

Delete a user by id

Responses

If Success return GeneralResponse data model
If Error return Error data model

Parameters

Name

Location

Schema

X-User-Path

header

string

X-User-Token

header

string

id_user

path

string

/users/users/{id_user}/updatepassword
Method

POST

Description

Update user password

Responses

If Success return GeneralResponse data model
If Error return Error data model

Parameters
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X-User-Path

header

string

X-User-Token

header

string

id_user

path

string

user_properties

body

schema:
UpdatePassword{}

Responses data models
GeneralResponse
Success

Number

Description

string

Error
errors

Array of ErrorData data model

status

string

ErrorData
description

string

location

string

name

string

User
_id

string

user_name

string

firstname

String

lastname

String

is_active

boolean

UserPost
user_name

string

firstname

String

lastname

String

password

String

is_active
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UserPut
firstname

String

lastname

String

currentpassword

String

newpassword

String

is_active

Boolean

Role
_id

String

description

String

name

String

UpdatePassword
newpassword

string

Auth
username

string

password

string

AuthToken
username

string

status

string

user_path

string

user_token

string

Permissions
collection
method
user

string
string (GET, POST, PUT, DELETE)
string

Up-to-date information can be found in: https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/wikis/users-api
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12. Annex 6: The MaTHiSiS backlog status M24
The complete set of user stories forming the MaTHiSiS backlog is included hereby with the updated
status of implementation up to M24.
Beta version (M24)

Status

LCE01

Status and access
In
control rights should be
progress included.

LCE02

LCE03

LCE04

LCE05

LCE07
LCE08
LCE10

As a Tutor, I want to log in into the MaTHiSiS
Learning Content Editor in order to be able to create
new or edit existing Learning Graphs.
As a Tutor, I want to create a complete (Learning
Graph and associated SLAs) new LG in order to use
them in the classroom or let other users to use
them.
As a Tutor, I want to have the choice between
editing an existing LG or editing a newly created LG
in order to have the possibility to create new
learning scenario or change an existing one.
As a Tutor, I want to be guided in the process of
creating a learning scenario using the MaTHiSiS
platform in order to achieve properly my teaching
objectives.
As a Tutor, I want to be able to browse the MaTHiSiS
repository where I am presented with a list of
Learning Graphs that other MaTHiSiS contributors
have made available publicly, along with some
example graphs that the MaTHiSiS platform provides
in order to take ideas when creating my own
Learning Graph.
As a Tutor, I want to create identifiers for the
physical materials that I am going to use in order to
make them identifiable by PAs.
As a Tutor, I want to manage the Learning Materials I
have available in order to be able to use them
through the MaTHiSiS-enabled learning experience
As a Tutor, I want to create new SLAs in order to use
them in my LGs or let other users to use them.

LCE11

As a Tutor, I want to create LAs in order to use them
in my SLAs or let other users to use them.

LCE12

As a Tutor, I want to be able to manage all LGs I have
created in order to check their properties quickly
and have a single place where to find all of them.

LCE13

As a Tutor, I want to be able to manage all SLAs I
have created in order to check their properties
quickly and have a single place where to find all of
them.

LCE14

As a Tutor, I want to be able to manage all LAs I have
created in order to check their properties quickly
and have a single place where to find all of them.
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Done
Done

Done

Done

Not
done

Scheduled for the next
release

Done
Done
Done
Done

Done

Done
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LCE15

As a Tutor, I want to know in which spoken/written
language Learning Action will be materialized in
order to ensure that learners under my
responsibility will be able to perform them.

LCE16

As a teacher, I want to configure degrees of
complexity in order to test different levels of
cognitive ability.

Done

Done

Not
done

LCE17

LCE19

PC02
PC03

PC05
PC06
PC13

PC17

LES01
LES02

The tutor should be
able to interrupt on the
LE by changing the LG,
the PA, and also having
As a teacher, I want to be able to configure very
an input on the FE such
small incremental learning steps in order to suit the
as tolerance which the
individual learners learning abilities.
adaptation takes into
account when updating
the LG.
As a teacher, I want to be able to customise the
In
Working on the ability
response time for vocal input in order to suit the
progress to create intelligent
individual learners vocal ability and limitations in
LMs in Magellan based
communication through speech.
on disabilities metadata
and the ES should pass
the learner profile to
the LM.
As a Tutor, I want to be able to define my PAs in
Done
order to have them ready for learning experiences /
sessions.
As a Tutor, I want to be able to define my already
Done
known learning environments with their PAs in order
to have them ready for learning experiences /
sessions.
As an Administrator, I want to set up the MaTHiSiS
Done
platform in order to allow it to work on my local
network.
As an Administrator, I want to be able to install the
Not
Scheduled for the next
MaTHiSiS platform on my private network, without
done
release
connection with Internet.
As an administrator, I want to ensure access to
Done
downloaded content is easy in schools (firewall
security) in order to ensure that institution
restrictions do not impede the performance of the
system.
As a teacher, I want to have a platform that is
Done
useable by different users on the same device, and
their data separated in order to cater for multiple
classes using the same devices.
As a Tutor, I want to be able to set up a new
Done
Learning Session in order to make supervised
learners work on their learning scenario.
As a Tutor, I want to follow learning experiences of
Done
learners under my responsibility in order to check
their progress.
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LES03

LES04

LES05
LES06

LES10

LES12

LES13

LES15
LES16
LES17
LES18

As a Tutor, I want to define the learning context
before the beginning of a Learning Session in order
to define which learner will use which PA and select
the current learning environment.
As a Tutor, I want to validate and change if needed
the choices made by MaTHiSiS during a Learning
Session in order to provide my knowledge and my
understanding of the situation.
As a Tutor, I want to stop / pause / resume a running
Learning Session in order to manage external events.
As a Tutor, I want to have a very simple Learning
Session initialization phase in order to avoid
workload for my supervised learners that could be
persons with special needs.
As a Tutor, I want to be able to start a Learning
Sessions in hard learning contexts (e.g. noisy, over
illuminated, without network connection, etc.) in
order to match my specific learning environments
(e.g. factories, classrooms, etc.)
As a Learner I will interact with my preferred PA in
order to improve my skills and it will gather all
information about my current affective status and
progress in order to trigger real-time Learning Graph
adaptation.
As a Learner, I may be prompted to change certain
parameters of the learning experience settings (e.g.
switch to another challenge or difficulty level in
order to raise engagement when the system has
detected I am bored.
As a Learner, I want to be able to intervene to my
learning experience in order to better match my
needs.
As a Learner, I want to interact with other learners
(either remotely or in the same room) in order to
enjoy learning through socializing.
As a Learner, I want to be able to enjoy a learning
experience, without providing affect state data.

Done

Not
done

In
Pause and resume still
progress needs to be
implemented.
Done

Not
done

Not
done

Scheduled for the next
release

Not
done

Scheduled for the next
release

Done
Done
Done

LES39

As a learner, I want to use my native language in
order to understand and interact with the materials.

Done

LPR02

As a Tutor, I want to be able to fill in some parts of
supervised learners' profile I am in charge of in order
to let the MaTHiSiS platform takes this information
into account.
As a Tutor, I want to be able to give some rights to
parents/caregivers in order to let them change the
learning experience of their child (supervised

Done

LPR03
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Scheduled for the next
release

Done

As a Learner, I want to practice using touch screens
or waving in front of the robot in order to interact
with these PAs.
As a teacher, I want to use my native language in
order to comply with the teaching language.

LES36

Scheduled for the next
release

Done

Not
done

Scheduled for the next
release
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learner).
LPR04

LPR05
LPR06

LPR07

LPR08
LPR10

LPR12
PA1

As a Tutor, I want to be able to prevent
parents/caregivers to modify the learning
experience of their child (supervised learner) in
order to ensure his performance information is
consistent with his activities.
As a Tutor, I want to be able to give rights to my
independent learners in order to let them manage
their learning experiences.
As a Parent/Caregiver I want to browse the Learning
Graphs on the cloud and identify the graph used at
the child’s school in order to continue my child’s
schoolwork at home from right where the child left
it.
As a Parent/Caregiver I want to be able to access the
Learning Profile Repository using my child's Learner
ID in order to access and update my child's
information and to ensure that it is up-to-date.
As a Parent/Caregiver I want to be able to visualize
my child´s performance using my child's Learner ID.

Not
done

Scheduled for the next
release

Not
done

Scheduled for the next
release

As a Learner I want to be able to create my user
profile and define my own learner
preferences/competences in order to adapt learning
directives based on my needs, competencies and
requirements.
As a tutor I want to manage/create/delete student
accounts in order to organize my data.
As a teacher, I want to use the system with more
than one learner in order to enable collaboration
between students.

Done

Done

Done

Done

Done
Done

PA9

In
Algorithms
As a learner, I want to have the system recognise my
progress improvement is work in
voice in a noisy environment in order to learn in a
progress.
classroom environment.

PA10

In
Algorithms
As a teacher, I want to have a system that is able to
progress improvement is work in
detect subtle vocal input from my students in order
progress.
to not exclude those with limited speech abilities,
unclear pronunciation, limited natural speech.

PA16

As a teacher, I want to be able to manipulate the
location of PA’s in order to not exclude those who
have mobility restrictions such as being bedridden
and or aid frame dependant.

PA23

In
Algorithms
As a teacher, I want to have algorithms of sufficient
progress improvement is work in
fidelity to be able to collect info from students who
progress.
may not be able to hold the device themselves in
order to not exclude those who have multiple
disabilities.

PA28

In
Algorithms
As a learner, I want to have a system that caters for
progress improvement is work in
my non-orthodox posture and position in order to
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prevent me from becoming frustrated and
demotivated if the system cannot respond
appropriately to me.

progress.

PA35

In
Algorithms
As a learner, I want to have a system where PA’s are
progress improvement is work in
able to gather my feedback even if I move
progress.
continuously in order to cater for my attention
deficit, emotional dysregulation and because I will
get frustrated and demotivated if the system cannot
respond appropriately to me.

PA37

In
Algorithms
As a learner, I want to have a system where PA’s are
progress improvement is work in
able to gather my feedback even if I am not able to
progress.
move properly in order to cater for my attention
deficit, emotional dysregulation and because I will
get frustrated and demotivated if the system cannot
respond appropriately to me.

PA41

PA42

PA43

PA45

In
Multimodal fusion
As a teacher, I want to have algorithms of sufficient progress should take into
fidelity to be able to collect info from students who
account from the
may not be able to gesture consistently in order to
learner profile the
cater for students with these impairments and not
disabilities and learning
exclude those who have multiple disabilities.
style.
In
Multimodal fusion
As a teacher, I want to have algorithms of sufficient
progress should take into
fidelity to be able to collect info from students who
account from the
will be at a greater distance than usual from the
learner profile the
mobile device in order to cater for students with
disabilities and learning
these impairments and not exclude those who have
style.
multiple disabilities.
In
Multimodal fusion
As a teacher, I want to have a system that analyse progress should take into
data collected from users in many different, nonaccount from the
orthodox positions, constantly moving etc. in order
learner profile the
to not exclude students on beds from being able to
disabilities and learning
the system.
style.
Done
As a teacher, I want to be able to move PA’s in a
potentially cluttered classroom in order to ensure
that I can engage students in the lesson.

PA60

As a teacher, I want to have a system that will run on
desktop PC’s in order to cater for our lack of access
to tablets or IWBs.

PA62

As a teacher, I want to have a system that can be
used by many users at the same time in order to
enable the whole class to be involved.

PA71

As a teacher, I want pilot materials to be
differentiated in order to cater for the variance in
ability within a mainstream education class.

PA92

As a learner, I want to use mainly tablets and PCs to
provide training in order to be best adapted to the
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SME where the pilot will be organized.
Done

PA99

As a teacher, I want to select between Greek and
English languages in order to support native as well
as immigrant trainees.

GEN09

As a teacher, I want to have a system that runs on
operating systems such as Android, iOS, Windows
Phone and as a desktop application in order to allow
me to use it in many more situations and within the
constraints of my school’s equipment.

GEN20

As a teacher, I want to be able to use the software in
a noisy environment (both for inputs and for
outputs) in order to prevent me from having to
disrupt the class in order to use the software.

GEN51

As a teacher, I want to have a system that is
compatible with Promethean Active Inspire for IWB
in order to be compatible with our existing
technology.

GEN19

As a teacher, I want to have been equipped with the
operating systems and equipment required for the
system in order to ensure that the school is not
excluded from MaTHiSiS as the school equipment
might not be adequate.

GEN35

As a teacher, I want to be able to run the software
without need for extra staff in order to facilitate a
possible lack of additional staff resource.

DSS04

In
Magellan integration is
As a teacher, I want to be able to adapt the size of
progress work in progress.
presented text in order to not exclude those with
limitation in vision or visual impairments.

DSS05

In
Magellan integration is
As a teacher, I want to be able to adapt the font type
progress work in progress.
of presented text in order to not exclude those with
limitation in vision or visual impairments.

DSS08

As a learner, I want to be able to use text or images
to access content in order to understand and
interact with the materials.

DSS11

As a teacher, I want to have a system that presents
information using both the auditory and visual
channel in order to not exclude those who have
either a visual or an auditory or motor or verbal
impairment or a combination of.

LMR06

As a teacher, I want to have the ability to present
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other languages in order to include students without
the classes’ native language as a first language or to
provide means for teaching language.

LMR12

LMR13

In
The Learning Content
progress Editor, Experience
Service and Experience
As a learner, I want to be able to use the system
Engine need to be able
based on visual information only in order to
to handle the global
overcome my hearing impairment.
disabilities included in
the LAO.
Done
As a trainer, I want to be able to reuse material
provided by other trainers in order to efficiently
produce and configure learning materials.

LMR17

As a teacher, I want to easily move existing training
materials into the system (.ppt, .odp or .pdf
document, .mp4 or .swf, copy/paste feature) in
order to save time and provide continuity for those
who are already familiar with the training.

LMR18

As a learner, I want to have audio and video of the
system to be loud and clear in most environments in
order to use the system in most reasonable places.

Done

Done

In
The Learning Content
progress Editor, Experience
Service and Experience
Engine need to be able
to handle the global
disabilities included in
the LAO.
In
The Learning Content
progress Editor, Experience
Service and Experience
Engine need to be able
to handle the global
disabilities included in
the LAO.
Not
Scheduled for the next
done
release

LMR21

As a teacher, I want to have a system that can adapt
the tasks using purely audio alternatives in order to
support and not exclude those with sensory
disability.

LMR22

As a teacher, I want to have a system that can adapt
the tasks using purely visual alternatives for
individual users in order to support and not exclude
those with sensory disability.

PA2

As a teacher, I want to use the system in conjunction
with a learner in order to enable assisted learning.

LCE28

Not
As a teacher, I want to have a system that accounts
done
for regression in skills in order to facilitate learning
for those where help of an assistant is needed.

LES08

As a Tutor, I want to be able to use my pre-defined
PAs, groups of learners and learning environment
when preparing a learning session in order to
simplify the set up.

LES22

Not
As a teacher, I want to be able to repeat an activity
done
in order to suit the individual learner’s memory
capability.
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Done

LES27

As a teacher, I want to be able to monitor the
sessions of use (when, where, progress) and the
feedback of different students learning path in order
to allow me to conduct performance monitoring.

LES29

As a teacher, I want to be able to work in a class
setting with many students working on their own in
order to enable the customisation of lessons
respective of the learners needs.

LES34

As a teacher, I want to set up the lesson quick and
easy in order to cater for the time restrictions
teachers face between set lessons.

LES38

As a teacher, I want to have a system that can cater
for variance in class size in order to enable system
use across different class compositions.

PA3

As a teacher, I want to use more than one PA for the
same LA in order to allow students to use their
preferred method of interaction.

GEN01

As a teacher, I want to have a system with a simple
user guide in order to enable use by
teachers/students with different levels of
competence in IT.

GEN56

In
A FAQ is being prepared
As a teacher, I want to have direct access to help
progress
with the system if needed in order to enable
teachers to troubleshoot issues quickly.

LES37

As a teacher, I want to be able to work in a class
setting with different learning actions available for
individual activities and the entire class in order to
allow students to work cooperatively or one to one.

PA26

As a teacher, I want to have feedback from the Done
sensors during the activities in order to be able to
recognise the efforts of the student.

LES04

As a Tutor, I want to validate and change if needed Not
the choices made by MaTHiSiS during a Learning done
Session in order to provide my knowledge and my
understanding of the situation.

LES05

LES10

LES13

Done

Done

Done

Done

Done

Done

Scheduled for the next
release

Pause and resume still
As a Tutor, I want to stop / pause / resume a running In
needs to be
Learning Session in order to manage external events. progress implemented.
Scheduled for the next
As a Tutor, I want to be able to start a Learning Not
release
Sessions in hard learning contexts (e.g. noisy, over done
illuminated, without network connection, etc.) in
order to match my specific learning environments
(e.g. factories, classrooms, etc.)
As a Learner, I may be prompted to change certain Not
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parameters of the learning experience settings (e.g. done
switch to another challenge or difficulty level in
order to raise engagement when the system has
detected I am bored.
Scheduled for the next
release

LES15

As a Learner, I want to be able to intervene to my
Not
learning experience in order to better match my
done
needs.

LPR04

As a Tutor, I want to be able to prevent Not
parents/caregiver to modify the learning experience done
of their child (supervised learner) in order to ensure
his performance information is consistent with his
activities

LES10

As a Tutor, I want to be able to start a Learning Not
Sessions in hard learning contexts (e.g. noisy, over done
illuminated, without network connection, etc.) in
order to match my specific learning environments
(e.g. factories, classrooms, etc.)

LES13

As a Learner, I may be prompted to change certain Not
parameters of the learning experience settings (e.g. done
switch to another challenge or difficulty level in
order to raise engagement when the system has
detected I am bored.

LES15

As a Learner, I want to be able to intervene to my
Not
learning experience in order to better match my
done
needs.

LMR14

As a learner, I want to be able to stop and resume as
Not
frequently as I need to from different places in order
done
to optimise my chances of using the system to train.

LES40

As a learner, I want to have an intuitive interface
similar to existing IT solutions in order to avoid
Done
having to learn how to navigate the system in a new
way.

LES14

As a Learner, I want to be able to monitor my
Done
progress in order to foster my engagement.

LPR09

A status needs to be
As a Learner I want to be able to access the
introduced to the
MaTHiSIS platform from home and retrieve a
learning graphs
Learning Action from the repository prepared and
made available by the Career guidance counsellor / In
Human resources training department or progress
community-contributed public Learning Graphs in
order to improve my vocational skills and boost my
career.

LPR14

As a teacher, I want to be able to have a system with
an easy and quick procedure to create a learner
profile in order to ensure no additional workload for Done
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teachers and educators.

PA55

As a teacher, I want to have a system that has a
genderless design in order to facilitate use by
student groups or classes that contain both boys and
girls.
Done

GEN72

As a learner, I want all of my personal data as well as
all interaction with counsellors are handed with
discretion in order to ensure that I have confidence
Done
in using the system.

PC07

As an Administrator, I want to manage rights about
the creation of user's account in order to limit or Not
manage who will have the ability to create them.
done

PC08

As an Administrator, I want to manage rights about
Not
the declaration of PA in order to limit or manage
done
who will have the ability to declare them.

PC09

As an Administrator, I want to manage rights about
the declaration of Learning Environment in order to Not
limit or manage who will have the ability to declare done
them.

PC10

As an Administrator, I want to manage rights about
the creation of a piece of Learning Content (LG, SLA, Not
LA) in order to limit or manage who will have the done
ability to create them.

PC15

As an administrator, I want to ensure that parents,
teachers, students should have different access
rights and that individual students data needs to be Done
stored securely in order to ensure compliance with
ethics and personal privacy.

PC16

As a teacher, I want to be able to have easy access to
the platform in order to manage the organisation of
the entire class of students.
Done

LPR01

As a Tutor, I want to be able to create groups of
learners under my responsibility in order to have this
list ready for learning experiences / sessions.
Done

LPR11

As a tutor I want each student/learner to be
registered to a specific class in order to organize my
data.
Done

LCE22

As a teacher, I want to have a system that keeps the
students motivated even if they go back a step in
order to not exclude those where investment in time
and repetition is needed i.e. memory difficulties.
Done

LCE23

Algorithms
As a teacher, I want to be able to have a system that In
improvement is work in
incorporates multi-sensory engagement in order to progress progress.
facilitate different physical expression of the
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learners for different use cases and modalities.

PA11

As a teacher, I want to have a system that is able to
detect subtle visual input from my students in order
to not exclude those who are not able to sustain
gaze.
Done

GEN22

As a teacher, I want to have a system that can
simplify tasks for individual users in order to not
exclude those who would struggle with the base
level.
Done

LES35

As a teacher, I want to be able to collect user data
such as client answers in career guidance exercises,
questionnaires etc. in order to amplify evaluation
information since sensory information alone cannot
be the only source of evaluation.
Done

DSS12

As a learner, I want to have a system at school
whose responsiveness to me does not rely only on
assessing my direct eye gaze in order to not be
excluded due to my peripheral vision, and ensure
that I will not get frustrated and demotivated if the
system cannot respond appropriately to me.
Done

DSS13

As a learner, I want to have a system at school
whose responsiveness to me does not rely only on
assessing my ability to move an object in order to
not be excluded due to my peripheral vision, and
ensure that I will not get frustrated and demotivated
if the system cannot respond appropriately to me.
Done

PA12

As a learner, I want to have the system recognise
input from my limited range of eye movements in
order to not feel exclusion due to my physical
capabilities.
Done

LPR13

As a Learner I want my quiz results to be stored in
order to allow tracking and assessment of my
progress.
Done

GEN54

Algorithms
As an administrator, I want to have an automated
improvement is work in
means for recording problems with the system in
progress.
order to allow quick solution of problems that may In
prevent system use.
progress

PC06

As an Administrator, I want to be able to install the Not
MaTHiSiS platform on my private network, without done
connection with Internet.

GEN61

As a teacher, I want to be able to join a user Not
community and communicate with other users in done
order to answer the main technical problems
encountered with the solutions they found.

LES32

As a teacher, I want to have a system where quick Not
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solutions can be implemented in order to ensure done
lesson flow is not interrupted by technical problems.
LES33

release

As a teacher, I want to have easy system Done
management in order to be able to understand and
apply the system in an educational context.
Table 81: MaTHiSiS backlog status M24
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